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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Not a lot has been written about the "how" of designing effective
stakeholder involvement in decision-making.
[n 1991 [ had an excellent opportunity to live some of my values about
stakeholder involvement and experiment with an action research approach
when J worked on the Consultation Protocol Project. This project was
being conducted by the Social Policy Unit of the Office of Cabinet in
Queensland, Austral ia, and aimed to produce guidel ines (protocol) for
consulting with stakeholders which could be used by all state government
departments.
[ became involved in the project because J believed in the usefulness of
democratic participation for all sorts of reasons but particularly
because I believed it was an empowering experience for community
participants. I saw myself as working alongside participants as a
participant-observer.
from February unt il September 1991, I funct ioned as a consul tant to the
project working with staff from the Office of Cabinet to develop the
protocol. ~e decided that we would consult about the consultation
protocol, and for me the means, or process, of consu ltation about the
content was just as important as the end, or protocol document.
I chose action research as the methodology because it is congruent with
my values about striving for real sociaL change, and because it is
collaborative. It seemed to me to be an excellent path for practicing
congruence in this project i.e making sure there was a match between
what I said I was doing, and what I did. It was my first attempt at
using an action research approach.
The project officer (office of Cabinet - Old State Government) and I
began talking with a few policy people in the state government about our
perception that consultation was important, but wasn't being done well
and our idea of putting together a document which would help guide
future consultations. They agreed with our perceptions, indicated their
willingness to be involved and at our request, suggested others who they
thought might want to be involved.
And so the process snowb~lled, until we had over 100 participants from
government, the communIty and community consultants. Four action
research cycles formed, each around important events in the project, and
each informing the next. Throughout the project, my colleague and I
continued to read about consultation, what was included into the first
draft of the protocol and was PUOI! sneo between our firet "!"Id $<>COM

cycles. Participants not only inputted into the content (two refinements
of the draft documents), they also contributed to the development of the
process (the consultation they experienced).

However, perhaps because I was a novice at using action research I was
unable to engender much interest in the approach, and was consequently
unable to create much of a climate of critical reflection on our
collective experiences in the project.
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Final evaluations, however, indicated that if pressed participants were
aware that there were outcomes other than the visible protocol document
- networking relationships, some individual learning, and a realization
that these intangible benefits of consultation need to be outl i ed in
submissions for funding for consultative processes.

My personal learning was that I appl ied action research in a rather
simplistic way, earning myself some negative feedback about my lack of
focus on basic relationship-building. I also learned that "t was
arrogant of me to expect to empower others, and that I was rea lly using
more of a teaching model than a collaborative one. j
The final Consultation Protocol was released by the Office of CabInet in
January 1994 after years of refinements.
The challenge for me now and in the future is to work at being aI/are of
my personal framework when working with others, in order to aV(Jid the
danger of incongruency.
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background to the study
\oIeLcome to this study. I wrote it for peopLe, whether they be in
government or the corrmunity, who are interested in ways in which the
ccemmi tv can meaningfully participate in government decision-making,
and possibly have more control over their own lives.

In many countries, there are movements of people striving to have their
say about, and improve, the conditions which affect their lives. It is
an exciting time in our history, presenting opportunities for people to
take more control of their lives. Our AustraLian history aLso reveals an
increasing expectation by the corrmunity of their involvement in
government decision·making.
Few people disagree with the idea of stakeholders rights i.e. that it is
every person's right to have a say in decisions which affect their
lives. However, how this is achieved is very much open to question.
History is littered with failed consultative processes, illustrating the
complexity of the issues underlying stakeholder involvement in
government decision-making. Over time a small body of Iiterature has
developed ar.ound the issue of stakeholder involvement as a process in
its own right.
However. while writers have focussed on the theory of stakeholder
involvement or on specific designs to achieve their invoLvement, little
has been written about how to go about designing it.
1.2. About the project
I was able to examine more about the "how" of participation when, in
1991, I was employed as consul tant to the "Consul tation Protocol
Project". This project was being conducted by the social Policy Unit in
the Office of Cabinet in the Queensland Government. The principle
objective of the project was the development of a Consultation Protocol
docunent wh ieh would guide the consul tations of government .departments
with their respective stakeholders. From February until the end of
September 1991 I worked part·time with rim Reddel, Policy Officer in the
Uni r, and with over 100 part ic ipants from 3 sectors - government, the
community and community consultants.

1.3. My perspective on the project
There is a school of thought which suggests that researchers should not
only be aware of the particular worldview that they bring to their
studies, they should also make them publ ic (GaIt and
Smith,1976;Morgan, 1983). 1 agree with this view as I bel ieve that it
offers more openness and honesty than attempts at vaLue-neutral or
"objective" research in the more traditionaL experimentaL approaches.
AccordingLy, there are couple of points I want to make public about why
I became involved in the project.
It was my vision of interest as being empowering for the community which
prompted my interest in the project.

I also fully supported the notion of participative democracy. I believed
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in the advantages ot consultation and believed that the disadvantages,
if indeed they were a problem, could be overcome.
I also strongly believed in the importance of congruency Le jthematch
between what you say you believe in (your espoused values) and what you
actually do (your values in action). See Argyris and Schon q978) for
more information about congruency. In this case, it was important to me
that not only my personal behaviour be internally congruent, but that
there would also be a reasonable degree of matching between the theory
and the project's practice of stakeholder involvement.
One reviewer of this paper made the cooment that the use of past tense
in this Section was confusing and that her immediate response w~s to ask
"what is my vision now?".
My response is that the use of past tense accurately describes "where I
was at" at that time. Values and attitudes can and do change, and I
will describe the impact that my project experiences had on mine in the
final Chapter. I
So I invite you, the reader, to regard this as a journey not only
through a project, but also a journey of joint personal discovery.
1.4. Hy choice of methodology for the project
The project appeared to be providing me with a delightful opportunity to
live out, Or work in a more congruent way, my values. For Instance,
since we were developing a document on consultation, we decided that we
would do it consultativelY , not only consult about what went into the
protocol document, but also about how the project itself would be run.
Information gained about the ~ of the document or the Er~ of
the project was able to be used to inform the other.
Because the way I went about the project was just as important to me as
the end product, I chose to use an action research approach rather than
the more traditional experimental methodology. I believed l:hat the
underlying values of action research of achieving real change through
collaboration (Lewin, 1946) were more congruent with mine, i!Od also
those of the project. I bel ieved action research should not only help
me achieve greater personal congruency, it should also be able to help
us consult better in the project.
It has been argued that action research forms a new scientific paradigm
i.e. a different way of looking at the world (Freire, 1972;
Habermas,1974; Ketterer et al,1980; Parlee,1983; Carr and Kemmis, 1986).
Frequently, two research paradigms only are discussed - these called
soft and descriptive, and those called hard and analytical. According to
the writers mentioned above it is the concern with empowerment or
emancipation which creates the new paradigm shift which is action
research. I
!t is the objecti~e of re~l change, ~athe: than.generating knowl\,dge for
Its own sake, whIch I f ind attrac t t ve In act ion research. Kurt Lewin
(1946) is usually credited with originating action research. He is
repor~ed to ~ave stressed action research as a way to solve both
practIcal SOCIal problems and at the same time discover general laws of
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group life (Peters and Robinson,1984). The action research cycle is
composed of the activities of planning, acting, observing and reflecting
(see Figure 1 below).

pLan o act

reflect observe

Figure 1_ The action research spiral.
(Source: Kemmis & McTaggart (Eds) (1988»

The underlying values and characteristics of action research wi II be
discussed in some depth in Chapter Four.
This project was the focus of my Masters of Administration dissertation
for the School of Commerce and Administration at Griffith University in
Queensland. (Uhlmann, 1991).
The next Chapter will examine reasons why stakehoLders should and should
not be involved in the decision-making process.
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CHAPTERTWO- THE CASE FOR STAKEHOLDERINVOLVEMENT

Over the decades, there has been much discussion about the virtues of
participative democracy, much of it in the public policy literature.
This brief chapter aims to give a publ ic pol icy context i which to
judge consultative processes generally, and our project in particular.

Governments cannot govern alone ,
Oefining stakeholders as those "who affect and are affected by the
decision-making of a particular organization", Edward Freeman (1984)
writes that dec is ion-maker s need to recognize there are t imes when
stakeholders should participate.

Freeman presents a mul t i· faceted case for what he terms the "~;takeholder
approach". He argues that new ways of thinking and new mechanisms are
needed with the increasing pace of change. He says stakehold!r thinking
forces an organization to be outwardly focussed and ther fore more
responsive to its environment (1984).

In opening up the organization to the outside, its "sal~red cows"
(organizational values that are outside the awareness of its loembers but
powerful nevertheless) are exposed and challenged. Freeman be ieves that
in this way stakeholder involvement leads to a sharing of lalues with
outsiders and results in more workable policies. Even if a particular
issue is not resolved at the time by the stakeholder approafh, Freeman
believes its use helps create a more positive tone in relationships
which will be beneficial in future consultations (1984). .

Various aspects of Freeman's argunent are supported by public policy
writers (All ison 1971; Oallymar 1976; Lewin and ShClkun 1976;
Finsterbusch and Bender-Mon 1980; Hjern and Hull 1982; .1'OgwoOOand
Peters 1985; MacRae 1986; Quinn Mintzberg and James 198E>; Pakut sk i
1991).

Consultation is also intuitively belicved to be a good thing
Almond and Verba (1965) claim that "nation states or ccmeuni t t es in
which people participate are regarded as better, more inf rmed, more
just by social scientists and pol it ic iens",

In contrast to the view painted earl ier of .the disinterested! ccnmurri ty,
several writers claim that there is a global movement by stakehol der s
toward greater pprticipation in sovernment decision·making (Hogwood and
Peters, 1985). Perhaps this trend is occurring because c it izens are nOli
better informed on current affairs and are therefore more interested and
able to participate in them (Graycar, 1977). Perhaps also it is due to
the dissatisfaction by the publ ic with pol ic ies which address the
probt em only in part, whose cost in publ ic monies may be enormous and
whose policy indicators may not be based on their criteria. While there
may be many reasons why people choose to become involved in government
decisi~n'making, that there is an increasing expectation by the
communIty to become involved is undeniable.

The advantages and disadvantages of .stakcholder involvement
The advantages are considered to be that it:
a. leads to more informed, flexible and responsive decision.making
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(Social Impact Unit (\.I.A.)1990; Cotton et aI, 1988; Smith,
1986; Clark, 1986; Freeman, 1984; Sandercock, 1978; Porteus,
1977; Dunphy, 1976; \.Iengert,1976);

b. revi talizes and improves the honesty and openness, and
humanity and accountability of government (Kathlene and Martin,
1991; O'Tarpey, 1990; ClarK, 1986; Smith, 1986; Ventriss, 1985;
freeman, 1984; Sandercock, 1978; Porteus, 1977);

c. improves communication (Guest and Knight, 1978: Dunphy, 1976);
d. educates the public, increases understanding and tolerance,

reduces opposition, and builds commitment to decisions
(Kathlene and Martin, 1991; Social Impact Unit (\J.A.) 1990;
Smith, 1986; Engert, 1976; Dunphy, 1976; Lindblom, 1968);

e. promotes initiative and enhances self-esteem (Zimmerman and
Rappaport, 1988; Porteus, 1977);

f , functions as a problem-solving mechanism in times of rapid
change (Sarkissian, 1986; Freeman, 1984; IJengert, 1976);

g. leads to enhanced social justice, and the redistribution of
power or empowerment for participants Wept of Finance, Prime
Minister and Cabinet, 1989: Howe, 1989; Cotton et al , 1988;
IJarren, 1973; Arnstein, 1969).

The disadvantages of stakeholder involvement are said to be that it;
a , challenges the expert role of policy-makers and aims to take

away their power (Clark, 1986);
b. can create an information overload (Clark, 1986; Fein, 1976);
c. is difficult to ensure the representativeness of participants

(Cox, 1990; Clark, 1986; Bryson, 1981; Graycar and Davis, 1979;
SandercocK, 1978; Porteus, 1977; Arnstein, 1969);

d, that it may create unrealistic expec t at ions of real influence
in the decision-making process (Cox, 1990; Cotton et at, 1988;
Moughtin and Gibson, 1986);

e. that it is easily done badly <Dick, 1991; Cox, 1990; Fulop,
1988; \Jade, 1988; Abell, 1982; Arnstein, 1969);

f. that it can serve only to heighten tensions in an already
polarized community (\Jengert, 1976).

ConeIus iOIlS
You may choose to disagree with some of the advantages and
disadvantages_ It probably depends on your personal values and where you
are on the consultation continuum, from consult-er to consult-ee. For
instance, as a community consultant I personally don't see anything
wrong with challenging the expert role of pol icy-makers. But then I
might feel different if I was an expert policy-maker.
As I made clear in Chapter One, it was my personal bel ief that the
advantages of stakeholder involvement outweigh the disadvantag~s ~hieh
led to my involvement in the project. I hope thnt the brief argument I
have outlined has helped convince you too.
I have tried to paint a value-contextual picture of stakeholder
involvement in this Chapter, without bothering too much about defining
my terms. I will deal with definitions in the next chapter on the nature
of stakeholder involvement in decision making.
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CHAPTER THREE - ~HAT IS STAKE HOLDER INVOLVEMENT?
3.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter a case was made for stakeholder involvement in
government policy·making. However, an understanding of these issues
alone is insufficient for the purposes of this project. In order to be
able to competently assess the processes and outcomes of this project,
the reader needs to also have some understanding of the theoretical
underpinnings of stakeholder involvement. I propose to develop this
understanding via an historical examination of the outcomes of
stakeholder involvement.
According to Graycar and Oavis (1979) there are 4 types of Wrltlngs
about stakeholder involvement. They group them according to their focus
- the philosophical, the political, the theoretical and the practical
(1979:93). Chapter Two introduced something of the philosophy and
politics of stakeholder involvement. [n this Chapter I will focus more
on the theory and practice of stakeholder involvement.
J wi II firstly look at definitions of stakeholder involvement for the
purposes of this project. Then I will outline a brief history to
illustrate the part played by stakeholder involvement in government
processes over time and to draw out the underlying theories or operating
paradigms. Finally, [ will combine the learnings from these and other
sources into a practical checklist for effective stakeholder involvement
in government processes. The reader should be able, at the end of this
Chapter, to have some understanding of what makes stakeholder
involvement useful and what does not. This learning, together with
information from Chapter Two can then become the basis, or performance
indicators if you like, against which the process and outcomes of this
project can be measured in the final Chapter.
3.2. A definition
Stakeholder involvement is both an event and a process and it has many
names. ~riters refer to it variously as:
a. citizen participation
b. consultation
c. community involvement
d. public participation
e. community participation
fo community consultation
go participation
go democratic participation
h. const..rnerconsul tation

For readers interested in the different names, I have provided a
separate 8 ibl iography under the headi ng "Stakeholder invol vement" af ter
the reference list.

Stakeholder involvement also has many meanings (Kathlene and Martin,
1991; Hay, 1989; Houghtin and Gibson, 1986; COMOr, 1984; Graycar and
Oavis, 1979; Dennis, 1972; Arnstein, 1969). That it has different
meanings presents less of a problem than the potentially confl icting
expectations which are created in the minds of those participating. such
differing expectations lead to enormous difficulties for the processes
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of participation - difficulties which will be demonstrated later in this
Chapter.
Sandercock (1978) defines par t ic ipation as "a form of behaviour which
involves peopLe in influencing decisions about programs and pol ides
which affect their lives". "5takeholder involvement" is similarly
defined in this project. It is used genericalLy to refer to any process
designed for the involvement of people or organizations who may have a
stake in the decisions being made.
3.3. How has stakeholder involvement been used?
The participation movement appears to have been gaining momentum since
the post·war 1950's. It is stiLL apparently the flavour of the nineties
with numerous examples of participation projects currently being
conducted in Brisbane aLone (see Table 1) •.
ORGANIZATION

TABLE ,_ CURRENT PARTICIPATIVE PROJECTS
PARTICIPATION PROJECT

Brisbane City Council Inner Suburbs Action Study
(1989-1990)

Brisbane City Council Strategy Plan (1990)
Brisbane City Council
(loder and Bayly)

Norman Creek Action Plan
(1990)

QueensLand Department
of Transport

South East Queensland
Passenger Transport Study
(SEPT5) (1990)

Queensland Department
of Transport

Route 20 & Cavendish Rd
Consultations (1990)

Commonwealth Department of
Community Services & Health
(CoLin Kent & Associates)

Consultation on Public Housing
Appeals Mechanisms (1990)

Queensland Department of
Housing and Local Government

Development Approval Systems
Review (1989-1990)

Queensland Department of
Housing and LocaL Government
and Commonwealth Department of
Community Services & Health

Commonwealth State Housing
Agreements 'CCSHA) (1989·1990)

Queensland Department of
Housing and Local Government and
Queensland Premiers Department

South East Queensland 2001-
Managing Growth (SEQ 2001)
(1990-1994)

Commonwealth Department of
Community Services & Health National Housing Strategy

(1991)
Office of the cabinet,
Queensland

This Project: The Consultation
Protocol Project (1991)
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Famous and infamous examples of stakeholdcr involvement
More welt -I::nownexampLes wh ich have served to high light the issues in
participation include the American "liar on Poverty" programs such as the
COIIIIXmityAction Program, and the Model Cities Program, the COfmIunity
Development Program in the United Kingdom and the Australian Assistance
Plan in Australia. I will use some of these as examples of processes for
stakeholder involvement to highl ight its different meanings and to draw
out some principles.
Mass movements and protest action in the United States in the 1960's had
a major influence on the development of a range of urban renewaL
programs and the establishment ot Offices of Economic Opportunity
(O_E.O.). These programs signalled a growing awareness within central
government of the problems associated with urban poverty and the lack of
public participation in addressing them. The Community Action Program,
as one of the major initiatives of this period, professed the aim of
"maximum feasible participation" (Advisory Convnittee on
Intergovernmental Relations,1966). The urban poor would be employed by
the program but would not have a say in the decision-making.
The Model Cities Program (date) also focussed on urban renewal with some
very Iimited attempts at neighbourhood government. Participation was
strictly limited to the institutions ot local government.
The American liar on Poverty (date) has generated a tremendous amount ot
Iiterature attacking the concept of "maximum feasible participation".
Moynihan (1969) in his classic Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding
examines how the concept found its way into law without much
deliberation as to its meaning (lIengert,1976).
The above programs are well-known examples of the misunderstandings
which arose in attempts by government to supposedly give more control in
decision-making back to the citizen. IIhy did these misunderstandings
come about? To explain this, a model put torward in 1969 by Sherry
Arnstein will be examined.
The "ladder of participation"
Sherry Arnstein was among the strident critics ot the above mentioned
programs. In analyzing the programs in her much acclaimed article "A
ladder of citizen participation" (1969), Arnstein devised her theory of
differing levels of power-sharing in participation (see Figure 2).
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Arnstein places the component structures and their differing
implementation in the 150 Model Cities Programs on various rungs of her
ladder of participation. In all there are 8 rungs on Arnstein's ladder,
starting at the bottom with "manipulation" and moving up through
"therapy", "informing", "consultation", "placation", "partnership",
"delegated power", and "citizen control". The ladder is a typology of
power and its increasing redistribution as one progresses up the ladder.

1. Manipulation

Arnstein does not necessarily recommend that one end of the ladder is
more useful than the other, instead she suggests that in some instances
there is a case for legitimate uses of lower rungs. However, Arnstein
argues that all are offered, sometimes without a clear understanding
(and sometimes, I would suggest, with deliberate aforethought!), as
forms of citizen participation.

Figure 2_ Eight rungs on
participation.

the ladder

She writes of manipulation and therapy in the 1,000 Corrmunity Action
Programs conducted:

(Source: Arnstein, S.R. (1969».

In the name of citizen participation, people are placed
on rubbcrstalflladvisory coomittees or advisory boards
for the express purpose of "educating" them or
engineering their support (~O-QPtat;on)_ Instead of
genuine citizen participation, the bottom rung of the
ladder (manipulation) signifies the distortion of
participation into a publ ie relations vehicle by
powerholdcrs (1969:218).

Arnstein's scathing attack on these programs signalled the need for
governments to make clear what it is they are offering the community by
way of participation in their decision-making processes. Involvement in
~he above. ~ro~rams w~s generally viewed by a Government as being

therapeutlC In helplO9 the poor and dispossessed feel good about
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themselves. However, according to Graycar and Davis (1979) people did
not want a cure, they w~nted power to make their own decisions.

Arnstein bel ieves that several rungs such as "informing" and
"consultation" which do not offer a great deal of power to participants,
do nevertheless play a legitimate role in policy-making. These types of
participation assist by informing citizens of their rights,
responsibilities and options. But "informing" leaves no room for
feedback - it is simply one-way communication.

According to Arnstein, "consultation" is at least a form of
participation as opposed to the lower rungs of non-participation, and
there is some prospect of influence on policy making_ Consultation is a
term which is in wide usage in various levels of government in
Australia. Its effectiveness though, is limited. The Inquiry into
Processes of Consultation in Victoria in 1980 defined consultation as:

A process Whereby an authority or body invites views,
opinions or reactions from the community as individuals
or groups, while giving no gu~rantees that opinions
expressed will be accoesrodated, Consul tation is one
form of participation and its effect is through the
exercise of influence rather th~n of power (V.C.O.S.S.
1981 :42).

The Bailey Task Force on Consultative Arrangements (1978) takes a more
optimistic view of consultation. It cautions against disregarding it,
believing that consultation is not simply an inferior part of Arnstein's
ladder, but a legitimate activity in its own right.

"Placation", according to Arnstein, offers some degree of influence, but
the tokenism is still there. Citizen's advice is used but its legitimacy
is still judged by the powerholders. "Partnership", on the other hand,
involves some power sharing. According to Susskind et al (1983), the
groundrules for sharing responsibilities and decision-making in a
partnership are negotiated between those initiating and those
participating. Arnstein considers that a handful of the 150 Model Cities
Programs achieved this level or better (delegated power and citizen
control) •

Sherry Arnsteins work remains a landmark in the history of
participation. It highlights the need for an awareness of the differing
values which underlie the activities of government and its relationship
with the corrvnunity. How you and I, as policy-makers, conmunity members
and consultants, perceive the respective roles of government and the
community will influence very much how stakeholder involvement is used.

Overview of other typologies and models of participation

Although the field of participative research is st i It in its infancy
(Stuart 1981; I./engert 1976), several models and typologies have been
developed which deserve mention. They can be compared to some extent
with Arnstein's model.

Norman I./engert (1976) believes there are five different perceptions of
participation:
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as pol icy (a "good" idea but short on procedures),
as strategy (for support-building for policies),
as communication (extra informational input from the public for
more informed decision-making>,
as a tool for conflict resolution (to correct misinformation
and develop understanding and tolerance) and,

as therapy (to "cure" the social disease of alienation).

Except for the first, they can be equated with Arnstein's rungs of
manipulation, informing, placating and therapy. Although Wengert does
not see these perspectives in terms of increasing or decreasing power,
he mirrors Arnstein's claim that the use which is made of participative
processes is dependent upon the individual perspectives of those
involved (1976:25).
Oennis (197~) proposes a similar model, this time with 4 categories of
usage market research, decision-making, co-optation and social
therapy, The market research model uses surveys and questionnaires to
provide rel iable feedback (simi lar to Arnstein's "consuLtation" rung)_
Oennis' second category, the decision-making model of participation is a
much more optimistic view of "partnership" and equates with sussk ind/s
(1983) "co-production" model where decisions are made through
face-to-face negotiations between decision-makers and participants
(Ventriss,198S:435). Oennis' remaining categories equate with the lower
rungs with co-optation-participation being used to constrain or
"manipuLate" participants and to avoid making decisions.
That co-optation and manipulation are recognized by community groups as
very reaL dangers of stakeholder invoLvement can be demonstrated in the
caLL by direct action groups (PerLman,1976) not to participate or "play
ball" with government bureaucracies (Ventriss and PecorelLa, 1984). Wade
(1988) considers that participation and particularly associated funding,
can weaken the independence and autonomy of participants. This sceptical
view of participation as "agenda-izing" is a real one for those groups
not in power and needs to be understood by those initiating
consultation.
The above selection of modeLs have as a COllJl1Ontheme, issues of power
between those initiat ing the process of stakehoLder involvement and
those participating in it. The design of processes for deal ing with
power more effectiveLy wiLL be discussed in Part 3.5: The Principles of
Effective Stakeholder Involvement.
The Austral ian experi cnce
It is worthwhiLe examining some Australian perspectives on
participation. In earl ier years in AustraL ia, participation meant onLy
surveys, public meetings, and submissions in response to Green Papers
issued by government departments. These 3 forms of participation reveal
the government attitude toward the communities role in decision·making -
at best, that of commenting from a distance on expert deliberations of a
central ized government (reaching the consul tation leveL, haLfway up
Arnstein's ladder).

The Legislation Manual issued in 1986 by the Bjelke-Petersen·led
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Queensland government is an example of this attitude. The Manual
recommends Green Paper procedures be adopted for significant regulatory
proposals (p.5), and that a minimum of 10 days be used as the
consultation deadline (p.l1). It assumes that participation is written
feedback on pre-determined government policy and that the stakeholders
will be other departments and major organizations (p.l0). It does not
assume any dec is ion-mak ins abit ity on the part of the respondents. My
research indicates that, in the three and half years following the
publication of the Legislation Manual, some 54 Green Papers were lodged
with the Oueensland Parliamentary Library.

Prior to the issue of the Legislation Manual, there were few Green
Papers or indeed any participatory processes initiated by the government
in Queensland. However, one example is the draft Family and Community
Development Bill which was released for cornnent in 1984 by the then
Department of Children's Services. It was an ambitious project to
completely revamp the legislation. After 6 months and the distribution
for comment of over 5000 copies of the Bill, only 20 submissions out of
300 were useful and those came mainly from organized groups. Most
responses were highly critical of the department. The result? After
years of careful preparation the Bill was shelved.

In contrast, another consultation conducted by the same department a few
years later regarding the Child Care Centre Regulations, went more
smoothly. The draft regulations were distributed to only the direct
stakeholders and the feedback received was considered to be much more
informed. It was considered by those involved in the department that the
success of the process was due to the issue under consideration being
both local and tangible, with the involvement of a small number of
direct stakeholders only.

So, it may be said that the more broad'ranging and complex the issues,
the greater potential there is for consultation to go awry.

One notable Austral ian example of an attempt at more than involvement
from a distance is the Austral ian Assistance Plan (MP). Instituted by
Lionel Murphy in 1973, the AAP was to be "a strategy to give all the
people in Australia a better opportunity to take part in the planning,
developing and controll ing thei r own communi ty servi ces" (Soci al \lel fare
Comnission,1974:7). An Austral ia-wide consultative network of Regional
Councils for Social Oevelopment (RCSO) was set up, each comprised of
representatives of stakeholder groups who were to make decisions which
would restructure the planning of social welfare (Graycar and
Davis,1979:1). The AAP lasted 4 years.

\lhy did Murphy's' vision fail? In their evaluation of the AAP, Graycar
and Davis 1979 claim that Murphy's vision of improving social justice in
Australian society had several shortcomings. The first, and the one it
shared with another of Murphy's initiatives, the Austral ian Legal Aid
Office (ALAO), was that its goals were not clear (Bryson, 1981;
Hanks,1986) - it was difficult for the RC50's to translate them into
specific local objectives. Secondly, there were other existing welfare
networks already in place. IIhere did the RCSD's fit? IIhy was a special
structure necessary for increased participation? Fourthly, at $2 per
participant, it was also under·resourced, as are many participation
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projects in my oprrnon, lastly, it appears that the only people who
participated were the professionals already working in the welfare
sector. for all of these reasons, the AAP had a legitimacy problem.
Graycar and Oavis 1979 concluded that, although targeted in the right
direction, the AAP suffered from being a Paradigm 11 program being
implemented within the constraints of the existing non-participatory
Paradigm I environment (I will explain these terms shortly). The
existing inflexible ~estminster and bureaucratic mechanisms constrained
AAP as they did to the ALAO. The ALAO continues today, but in a form
much different from Murphy's original vision (Maher,1987).
Was power shared or redistributed in the decision-making processes of
the above examples? This is an important issue to me as it was my vision
to empower participants through participation in this project. Part I11
focuses on these questions.
3.4 Stakeholder involvement as a road towards empowerment and

social justice?
The paradigms mentioned by Graycar and Oavis (1979) refer to Roland
~arren's (1973) Diagnostic Paradigms for intervention. Warren posits 2
types of paradigm which underlie social welfare interventions. Paradigm
I assumes a persons poverty for instance, is her own fault. If only she
were made to 'feel better', she would be able to fix her situation and
gain control of her life. Thus the fault is seen to lie within the
individual; and "therapeutics" such as those in the lower rungs of
Arnstein's ladder, or participation a la social welfare model are seen
to be the answer. Paradigm 11, on the other hand, recognizes that one of
the outputs of modern society is poverty, and that intervention needs to
be aimed at the system, and not at the individual, for effective change.
This perspective removes the blame from the individual and places it on
the system.
The process of taking control over ones life has been termed
"empowerment" (Zinmerman and Rappapor t , 1988; Rappaport, 1987; Katz,
1984; Rappaport, Swift and !less, 1984; Rappapor t , 1981; Berger and
Neuhaus,1977) and is conceived to be causally related to participation,
though in what precise manner it is unknown (Zirnmerman and
Rappaport,1988). I believe that empowerment is also related, again in an
undefined way, to the concept of social justice.
The Oepartment of finance, the Prime Minister and Cabinet issued a
publication in 1989 which states that participation is one of the four
elements of social justice, and that the attainment of social justice
can be measured through participation <1989:1). Their Towards a Fairer
Australia program requires Commonwealth departments to develop
performance indicators measuring the social justice impact of government
programs through measur ing the effect iveness and eff ic iency of
participation in decision-making, as well as the other three elements of
social justice' equality, equity, and access (1989:1).
Murphy (1974) believed that social justice could be achieved through
focusing on the system rather than the individual; and he used
participation to achieve the social justice he sought. However,
Sandercock (1978), in describing participation as "one of the great
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populist red herrings of the seventies in Australia" (p.7), claims that
at the macro level participation is not an effective means of radical
social change. She agrees that participation at the micro level in the
planning and delivery of local services can be beneficial. However, she
argues that larger issues such as housing and transportation, cannot be
addressed adequately through participation. She lists 3 factors
mitigating against the efficacy of participation:-
(a) the tension in the relationship between expert administrators

and an "uneducated" publ ic on large pol icy issues,
(b) the delays caused to the decision-making process, and
(c) the di fficut ties in ensuring the representat iveness of

participation at this level (sandercock, 1978).
Perhaps this is why the stakeholder involvement in the previously
mentioned wide-ranging Family and Community Development Bill was
unproductive while the smaller more specific child care centre
regulations with targeted consultation succeeded.
If sander-ccckts ' claims are to be accepted, then the AAP and other
ambitious participative programs for social change have had, and will
have, Iit t le chance of succeeding in their objectives from the outset.
On those grounds, rather than participation leading to empowerment,
perhaps it is empowerment which leads to participation. Is participation
therefore, inappropriate as a road towards empowerment?
1 do not bel ieve that the above evidence presents a case for "throwing
the (part ic ipat ion) baby out with the (empowerment) bath water", so to
speak. In contrast to Sandercock's view of participation as a means to
an end, I regard participation as having its own inherent value and
intangible outcomes, one of which may be empowerment for participants.
Surely, it is a matter more of attention to the design of stakeholder
inVOlvement, rather than an inherent fault with the concept of
stakeholder involvement as a vehicle for he lp ing people gain greater
control of their lives.
3.5. The principles of effective stakeholder involvement
Participation is not without its failures and these, as you have seen,
are often used against it (May 1989). It costs a great deal of public
money (May, 1989; etark, 1986), and can apparently cause more trouble
than it's worth.
The theory of participation has not kept pace with its practice
(Clark,1986; cole and Caputo, 1984; ~engert,1976), with writers
approaching it from the perspectives of differing disciplines and at
different levels. This section focuses on producing a brief and by no
means exhaustive list of action principles or broad mechanisms for the
effective practice of stakeholder involvement. In doing so, I will be
drawing on the Report of the Bailey Task Force on Consultative
Arrangements (1978).
Principle 1. Participation needs to be balanced with leadership and
expertise.
Adam Graycar (1977) cautions against the assumption that more is better
with respect to participation. Referring to Gilbert and Specht's (1974)
cycl ical model, Graycar reconmends a balance between the values of
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part icipat ion, Ieadersh ip and expert [se , The above authors contend that
instead of moving steadily forward on the continuum of
community-government relationships (such as that put forward in
Arnstein's ladder), rather history moves in cycles of leadership,
participation and expertise. Gilbert and Specht believe that
participation alone cannot deliver effectiveness and that it exists in a
"trialectic" with the values of leadership and exper t ise, Stakeholder
involvement is therefore made more effective by the addition of credible
leaders and expert advice_
Principle 2_ There should be a clear definition of goals or desired
outcomes of stakeholder involvement.
As stated earlier, stakeholder involvement means many things. It is the
lack of clarity about what is being offered in participative programs
which -is frequently the prime cause of many of the failures in
participation. How stakeholder involvement is used is frequently
dependent upon the values of its initiators, values which are frequently
inaccessible to participants and even the initiator. The objectives of
the participation therefore, are not clear, prohibiting meaningful
involvement (Graycar, 1977). This causes massive misunderstandings,
unrealistic expectations, and in the end, enduring cynicism about the
honesty of government.
Principle 3. The design of processes for stakcholder involvement should
match the needs of the situation.
Matching involves developing congruence of design with the objectives
(CLark, 1986; Sinclair, 1986; Glass, 1979), and the needs of the
community (Social Impact Unit (\.I.A.),1990; Dick, 1991). Participation
in decision-making should not end in the "capture" of the stakeholders.
Care should be taken to rna inta in the integr ity and autonomy of the
region, the community organizations and the participants (\.Iade,1988;
Ventr-iss and pecorella,1984). Those initiating stakeholder involvement
need to be prepared to adapt to the changing ci rcumstances of the
process.

Principle 4. Effective stakcholder involvement requires that a level of
trust be developed.
Extra time needs to be budgeted in the decision-making process for
relationships of trust to develop. Trust can be developed through using
existing relationships and consul tative structures (Sandercock,1978),
and through acknOWledging that the government and participants are
"co' learners" , i.e learning together (Korten,1980). Trust can be
fostered through generating and defining project parameters and roles
together with participants.
prInciple 5. There needs to be some prospect for participants to
influence decision-making.
Consultation which promises token "involvement" only, and not the
opportunity to influence decisions breeds cynicism in stakeholders
regarding the credibility of government (Arnsrein, 1969; Graycar, 1977).
3.6_ Conclusions
As illustrated in this Chapter, deSigning stakeholder involvement is not
an easy task. \.Ihatis offered as s t akeholder involvement can vary
enormously. However, with the trend toward increasing participation in
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goverment decision-making, it becomes clear that the gap between the
theory and practice of participative processes needs to be narrowed. If
meaningful involvement is to be offered then certain principles will
need to be followed:

Balance participation with leadership and expert knowledge.
Develop clear agreements with participants about goals,
respective roles and the desired outcomes of consultation.
Design the consultation with particip«nts so as to match their
needs.
Work towards developing relationships of rrust with
participants.
Acknowledge that partlclpants must have some prospect of
influence over decisions made for their participation to be
worthwhi le.

The process design then should look a little like that in Table 2 below.
To highlight the nature of stakeholder involvement, a comparison has
been made with a ncn-par t Icipative process of decision-making.
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Table 2: A cOfl'4Xlrisonof decision-making processes wi th and
without participation

PARTICIPATIVE MODEL
Decision-makers advis~

Define problem with stakeholders
Set objectives of decision-making
with stakeholders
Decision-makers and stakeholders
agree on parameters of decision
Decision-makers outline or
develop with stakeholders their
respective roles
Decision-makers and stakeholders
negotiate resources for
meaningful participation
Decision-makers and stakeholders
gather information
Engage in two-way communication
about possible solutions
Collaborative solutions reached
On-going relationship between
decision-makers and stakeholders
allows changes to be made to
decision, and a more effective
working relationship when the
next problem arises.

NON-PARTICIPATIVE MODEL
The project has not started at
commencement of consultation
this point
Decision-makers define problem
Decision-makers set objectives
of decision
Decision-makers set parameters

No roles outlines/developed

No relationships developed

Decision-makers gather
information
Decision-makers devise options
and eVilluate
Decision-makers select option
No ongoing relationship is
found

The question remains as to whether stakeholder involvement offers
opportunity for empowerment. History reveals that one does not
necessarily follow the other_ However, there are those of us who still
believe in participation as one road to empowerment. The project
described in tna ~ollowln9 Chapters will attempt to ~l;cit soma ans~ers_
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CHAPTER FOUR - ACTION RESEARCH
In Chapter One 1 described why chose action research as the
methodology for this project. Its attractiveness for me lay in the
prospect of achieving real change through collaboration with our
stakeholders.
There are however, different schools of thought
constitutes action research. from my research,
characteristics of action research appear to be:

on what really
the essential

a. a focus on the improvement of some existing social practice
through iterative cycles of planning, acting, observing and
reflecting, and collaboration (Peters and Robinson,1984);

b. data·gathering by partic ipants themselves in a self-managing
autonomous way, learning publicly and sharing power in a
"critical conmunity" (according to a group of participants at
the first ~orld Congress on Action Research, 1990);

c. objectification of the participants' own experiences for
reflection and analysis, genuine participation and dialogue
rather than just involvement, "praxis" (critically informed,
conmitted action), and a political process of emancipation
(McTaggart,1989).

Choosing action research as the methodology therefore had the potential
to make an enormous impact on what we did in the project. ~e could work
collaboratively as participants to gather our own information, share our
learnings, develop some real outcomes with the protocol document, and
reflect on our collective experiences in the project.
Table 3 summarizes the differences between the process which would have
been used under the traditional "experimental method", with the process
for effective stakeholder involvement as designed via an action research
methodology.
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Table 3: Comporison of Experimental Research Methods with Action
Research

THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Within specific
enquirye. g.
government,
engineers

conmuo ity of
psychologists,

administrators,

Exper imenter sets
according to her
which is dictated
discipline

problem
worldview

by the

Experimenter states hypothesis
as above

Experimenter chooses
methodology e.g. instruments to
be administered; experimental
design

Experimenter chooses subjects
using rigid selection
procedures e.g. random! n~tched
subjects! control groups
Experimenter administers
instrument under strictly
controlled Lab conditions
Experimenter collects data
according to rigidly set down
design procedures
Experimenter analYles data
using computerized statistical
programs
Experimenter evaluates findings
only with specified community
of enquiry in scientific
publ ications

ACTION RESEARCH METHODS
Invite anyone to be member of
community of enquiry
Limit to invitations set only
by practicalities
Community of enquiry jointly
sets the problem by
consultation! participation
with members of non- fixed
community of enquiry
Act ion research does not start
by posting hypothesis for
testing
Members of community of enquiry
choose methods through snaring
avai lable info! worldviews and
"democratic processes"; through
creating a learning environment
Involvement
community
pract ica lity
history

di ctated by
of enquiry,

and accidents of

COlMlunity of enquiry plan and
act together

Data collected and reflected
upon in each action cycle and
actions revised
ilSabove

COlrmunity of enquiry describes
their actions in the project
report added to conrnunal
knowledge for anyone to access
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CHAPTER FIVE - THE CONSULTATION PROTOCOL PROJECT
5_1_ Introduction
Our actions
Hy colleague, Tim Reddel, and I did not set out in this project to test
an experimental hypothesis as would be expected in a more traditional
experimental approach (See Table 3, Chapter 4). We realized the project
would change over time (Bromley and Shupe, 1973) and decided that we
would "learn by doing" (Revans, 1982) and try to I ive or model the
processes of consultation. However, we were also aware that the process
should be an informed one, so we continued to read extensively in the
consultation literature.
My roLe
I set out in this project bel ieving my role to be participant-observer
i.e. I would be an active participant in the project, yet at the same
time observe the process. You can choose to be more or less passive or
active in this role (Adler and Adler, 1987>. I decided that I would
experience much less personal conflict, if I behaved as I normally did.
One Reviewer of this paper commented that my role should perhaps follow
more from my perspective as outl ined in Chapter One. In responding to
this comment, I should add that in choosing to be myself I carried with
me in my role as participant-observer a whole set of values and
attitudes. This is not unusual in itself as every other participant
would have brought thei rs to the project too. What may have affected my
role as participant-observer was my belief that participation would
empower others. Upon reflection now, I think my foie was much more
controlling than that of participant-observer, though I was not aware of
that at the time. This will be discussed later in the monograph.
Our lack of project structure
The objectives were not set until much later in the project, to allow it
and our collective understanding to evolve. \.lewent to people in the
beginning with our general perception that: "Consultation with
stakeholders in government decision-making is important, not enough of
it is being done, not all is being done well, and we are not learning
from one another. \.Ihatcould we do about it?"
People we spoke to seemed to agree with that perception.
Collective control of
very careful from the
by:
a.

the project was also important to us. So, we were
outset, not to put limits on the process. We began

b.
ask ing a few peopl e we knew what they were "up to" in
consultation,
telling them we would like to COllaboratively develop a
consultation protocol,
asking them if they would like to be involved in this project,
and
how we could go about it, and finally,
who else should be involved.

c.
d.
e.

We did not identify a definitive Iist of st akeho lder s in our
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consultation until much later.
These questions gave us some idea of the current status of consultation
on the agenda, and accomplished several of the steps in Table 3 in the
previous Chapter.
A Reviewer of this paper asked what I meant by "collective control" of
the project (above" and how this led to the statement that we did not
want to "put limits on the process". This is a very interesting and
vexed question for me and one I don't find easy to answer. On
reflection, I don't think control was ever discussed much, except in as
far as participants wondered how much control the final protocol
document would have on their own organizational activities. However, the
lack of limits was raised by participants later in the project, at which
point we developed parameters together.
From examining my behaviour in that project, I think that by collective
control I meant that we would each have an equal say in the way we
developed the protocol document and in what went into the content of the
document. This meant that I personally did not want to put my limits on
the project. (f we developed the objectives too soon, we felt it would
needlessly cut out certain possibilities. However, ( think we ended up
leaving the parameter·setting until possibly too late. The issue for me
of how much controlll imits to place at the outset remains a difficul t
question for me.
\/ho and how
As we went from one person to another, we added their comments to our
perceptions and so the process began to inform itself, and us. Shaffir
et al (1973) call this a "snol.lball"approach.
A Reviewer asked what criteria determined yhich people we would ask to
become involved in the project?
My response is that both we and other participants determined who we
would involve. However, since most of the early participants were
government officers they, probably naturally, recommended other
government off icers. t.ater , 1 suggClsted that we irwo lve "consul tation
consul tants" from the private sector, and the early members of that
group suggested other members , finally, adver t isement s appeared in the
Queensland Council of Social Services Neysletter inviting participation
by community groups and individuals in developing the protocol. I
believe this approach to be consistent with action research in that we,
Tim and I, did not unilaterally identify and set up an elite body of
enquiry. However, it may be said that because most participants were not
randomly selected, but were in fact "recommended" it denied access to
others who may have wanted to be involved, and it shut out other perhaps
different points of view.

I also hoped that collaborative reflection on our experiences of
consultation would contribute to the protocol document and to
indiv!dual insi.gh.tsabout consultation. To that end, I attempted to
explaIn to .partlclpants the nature of action research and the importance
of. reflectIon. However, I was new to the methodology at the time and
thIS Impacted on the way I imparted information.
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Our actions in the project are listed in Appendix 1.

5.2. Action research cycles
Our snowball approach quite naturally formed itself into action research
cycles. They operated at two levels' at the level of the overall
project, and within each "event".

Overall, our cycle consisted of reading about consultation
talking with people about it (acting), observing our
responses, and then writIng up and distributing our
summaries/reflections to participants. See Figure 3 below.

(planning),
and their
collective

IIRITE UP
(reflect)

READ

o TALK IIITH
PARTICIPANTS

(act)

LISTEN TO RESPONSES
(observe)

Figure 3: Action research cycle for the overall
process of the project.

Each "event" held became the focus of an action
research eye l e. Together wi th part i c i pants we pt anned
and held events, collected data, and anal yzcd outcomes.
The outcomes of each cycle then became the plans for
the next. Four such cycles evolved. Sec Figure 4.
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refl ect
plan

BRIBIE WORKSHOP
act (March 25 & 26)

observe

reflect
plan

LUNCHTIMEMEETING
act (May 17)

observe

reflect
plan MEETING\11TH

COMMUNITY
act CONSULTANTS

observe (July 12)

reflect "IIHEN TO CONSULT"
plan MEETING lollTH 3

GROUPSOF
act STAKEHOLDERS

observe (August 16)

Figure 4: t teror ive cycles of <Iction rese<lrch
for the events which occurred during
the period.

5.3. Collecting information
I treated this project as a case study on consultation, and in the use
of action research. ! agreed with the proposn! by both AdelrMn et al
(1983) and Yin (1984) that it is a most suitable method for "discovery"
or "illumination", or learning by doing. \le used a variety of methods
for collecting information. The fieldwork literature calls this
"triangulation" (Denzin,1970), and recommends it as a way of trying to
overcome the problems of ensuring you are ac tuat t y mcnsur inq what you
want to measure (va lid i tv) , and tha t you are mcasur i ng it proper l y
(rei iabi I ity).

lie conducted many mutually reflective interview$ (Stenhouse,1982) during
which we worked on issues together with par t ic ipnnts . This contrasts
wi th the more "obj ect i ve" type of i nt erv iew;ng where the researcher
gives away little of herself, in the belief tha t this somehow ensures
greater validity of r~su!ts.

As participant-observer, I Kept two types of records. The first was my
diary containing my own and others' verbal observations and reflections
on events. The second was what I called "the public record". It
contained at t the pieces of paper we either sent or' received during the
project, and it was made available to anyone I worked with during the
project. You will see participants' quotes referenced "(pub.rec.)". This
publi~ record continues to be available for people who wish to check the
veracity of my data. \.le also used a brief Survey on " few occasions.
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5.4. Evaluating our findings
In an open seminar on Evaluation organized by the Social Policy Unit in
the Office of Cabinet (Old Government) and held during this project,
Oiane Gibson, Senior Lecturer in Anthropology at the University of
Queensland, said there was no one right way to evaluate. The important
point, she said, was that it should be designed in collaboration with
the project participants.
This view accords with that of action research. Kerrmis and McTaggart
(1983:2) described evaluation in action research as:

.••the process of marshalling information and argument
which enable interested individuals and groups to
participate in critical debate about a specific
program.

Interestingly, this view does not agree with Keppel's definition of
evaluation in the "experimental method" (1973:11):

...evaluation, or stnt ist ical test as it is called,
consists of the acininistration of a set of decision
rules, which llre formed before the stllrt of the
experiment.

This latter defini tion does not acknowledge that the project might
change as it proceeds, that there are other real ities from which to
evaluate besides the researcher's, and that evaluation can occur both
during research <formative evaluation), as well as after (stmnat ive)
(Scriven, 1972). As action researchers, we evaluated together in the
research cycles throughout the project, as well as at the end. (See
Figure 4).

5.5. Our activities llndtheir results
2..:.i..l.:. Action research cycle number one' a 2'day residential workshop
Tim and I attempted to create a process for this workshop which broadly
followed those of a "model" consultation process. We put together
several draft objectives and a draft agenda for our first event. In it
we emphasiZed the action research approach, stressing the importance of
collaborative discussion of consultation case studies in which
participants had been involved. We also emphasized taking responsibility
for our own learning. The draft agenda was then distributed within the
Office of the Cabinet, and to those people in government we had met so
far, for their corrment and indication of attending.
Participants were informed in the program that:

..• it is anticipated this workshop will serve as a
model process for subsequent exercises. Critique of the
process is therefore invited ..•we are hoping that the
means wit I be congruent with the end. (pub.rec, Feb
1991) .

Both my own and participants' observations were collected' the former
through diary notes, the latter collected by interview both during and
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after the workshop. Participants were asked at the workshop "if this had
been a real consultation conducted by a department, how do you think you
would have felt about the process?" See Figure 5.

REFLECT
individual
interviews,
group evaluation
& self'reflection o ACT

hold workshop

PLAN
read, talk to participants,

put together draft program for Workshop

OBSERVE
par t icipants

observed process

Figure 5: Action r-esearch cycle 1: The Bribie
Workshop Cycle

How the workshop went.
I was disappointed with the low-energy of the workshop. There appeared
to be IittIe ownersh ip of the workshop. A SLU1Y1~~rypackaqe of our
discussions on consultation was d ist ributed afterwards, but findings
indicated that participants' and our expectations of the workshop had
differed greatly_
We received very l;ttle feedback on our draft agenda prior to the
meeting, and only around half of those invited, actual t y attended. !.le
had placed great emphasis on not constraining the process, but they
generally thought the workshop was too loose and unstructured, with no
group feeling. I had been so preoccupied with trying to apply Llpparently
poorly understood action research principles, that I had forgotten the
basic requirements of people working together - relationship-building!
Sounds silly, doesn't it!
Further, while they would have preferred the draft objectives and a
discussion paper beforehand so that they hnd a conruonbase to work from,
we had hoped to create th~n out of their own thoughts at the workshop.
But it was the feedback on the action research and action learning
approach which was most devastating, eXilIuplesilregiven below:

there has been a basic ambivalence between what you said about
action learning and what you did
you can't just walk in here, tell people about action research
and expect them to be able to run with it... the process
didn't follow
maybe action research is not appropriate to conSUltation
no, I disagree. Action research is ver-y useful for social
issues , It just wasn't done well here (reply from another
participant) (pub.rec, March 1991)

To be described as incongruent when that ve,'y issue had been a prime
motivator for me was an enormous blow. Perhaps, because of my
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unfami Iiari ty wi th
just by telling
responsibility for
run with it.

the principles of action research, I assumed that
people about my chosen methodology, and their
their own learning, that they would pick it up and

That lack of understanding on my pan, plus my omission of simple
people-oriented processes actually led to the antithesis of action
research!
With this learning in mind, follow-up reflective interviews were
conducted to find out more, to build better relationships, and to
attempt to remedy the situation for the next event. So the interviews
were also partly planning for the next cycle.
Three issues were canvassed . what it was each part icipant had ga ined
from the workshop, whether it was what they had expected to get and, if
not, what we could have done to meet their expectations.
While participants agreed they had learned a great deal from one
another, once again participants said they had been expecting us to give
them information on consultation: "I was expec t inq more information than
we got about consultation." (pub.rec, March 1991).
Participants gave a variety of suggestions as to what could have been
done differently:

not do a process for your thesis
use a real live project as your focus
ensure people agree on the outcomes and process of the workshop
from the beginning
don't introduce other material such as action research
(pub.rec, March 1991).

I learned from this cycle of events that my behaviour had been too
academic. I learned again (this time from doing) what I already knew
cognitively that relationships, trust and openness were very important
in consultation. Because of our over·concentration on not constraining
the process of consultation, the process was too loosely structured and
intangible. Had we shared our research framework and Objectives prior to
the workshop, and had we asked about peoples' needs of the workshop' we
might have had a much more sound process.
I also learned something else about myself at the time; that despite my
assertions that we were all learning together, 1 unconsciously had a
strong desire to display a model of a perfect consul t at ion process in
this workshop. I was not learning, I was teaching!

I reflected that 1 had actually been seeing myself as a
choreographer or director of a play. And I saw my play
as a flop on the opening night.(p.158 diarY,Bk2, March
1991'.

Finally, my reflections on my poor attempts to use action research led
me to decide not to concentrate so hard on its use. I also made a
decision not to openly mention its use again, fully realizing it was a
breach of research ethics and that it made real collaboration difficult.
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Upon reflection as I write this, some 18 months later, J should have
persevered. But I remain convinced, tooking back on the overall project,
that there was little interest not only in the methodological
perspective, but also in analysis of the process as we were living it'""
and in self·reflection.
A Revi ewer of this paper asked how 1 "sought and/or found support for
(my) developing ideas" during the research journey. Apart from my thesis
supervisor, the short answer is that I didn't.
5.5.2 Action research cycle number two - "The networking lunch"
In the interviews conducted in the previous cycle, participants were
asked what the "next steps" should be. The following responses became
the plans and basis for action in this cycle:

develop a manual of consul tat ion, for COI1l11ent,including
protocol, step-by-step case studies and cartoons
make consultation more tangible - develop clear parameters
around consultation
use the draft protocol for discuss ion at a network ing lunch
(distribute beforehand>
ask each department about the consultations they have done and
compile a sunnary document for use by other departments
create a resource centre

You can see how the needs expressed in this cycle follow on from the
reflections of the previous one. Using information obtained from
partIcIpants in the previous cycle and with the following objectives we
wrote the first draft of the Protocol:
1. improving relationship-building
2. learning more about what others were doing with consultation
3. making consul tat ion more tangible.
Ye then distributed the Protocol for comnent , along with an invitation
to attend a "networking lunch", and a sUlllnaryof p1lrticipnnts' suggested
"next steps". lie asked participants to conmenr on all these items either
at the lunch, or in follow·up small group meetings held for reflection
over the ensuing two months. (see Figure 6).

REFLECT
smllll group
follow-up
meet ings
lJetwork lunch

PLAN
using suggestions gained from

participants in previous cycle regarding
"next steps" in the project

o ACT
hold

lunch

OBSERVE
researcher

observed process
Figure 6: Action research cycle 2:

The Networking lunch Cycle
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The network lunch was very well attended with representatives from every
state government department and some non-government agencies. Although I
have no data for this assumpt ion, I think that the improved attendance
came about from our attempts to create relationships. Learning from the
previous cycle, we invited participants to share thei r expectations of
the meeting. This was very welt received and developed into mrtual
introductions and a sharing of what each other was "up to" with
consultation, culminating in a curious synergy. I say curious because
the feel ing was almost tangible but most unexpected, if the previous
cycle was any judge. ~hen asked to reflect, participants said:

it was the first time in two years that every department was
represented
I real ized that government and communi ty were wrest Iing with
the same things in consultation
we were able to share information
certainly put consultation on the agenda (diary BK2:25,
June-July 1991).

Thinking back on the meeting now, I realize that I also behaved with
more humility, the state of my ego has not so reliant on the outcome of
the process. This probably helped the process along too.
With the process working better, we were able to get down to business.
Participants were able to focus on the ~ of the project as well as
the process and they commented:

we don't want prescriptive protocol, but more guidelines
what are the hidden agendas of government here?
what is wrong with the way we consult now (diary Bk2:25, 1991).

These are common and understandable reactions from people being
consulted. I have felt that way too, when I have been on the receiving
end of a consultative process. It has also been my professional
experience that some consultation have been conducted in what way. In
this project we responded by maintaining openness and honesty in our
actions and eventually reviewed the decision to take the Protocol to
Cabinet for prescriptive ratification. It is difficult to say what
long-term effect this decision wi II have on consultation processes in
Queensland.

The key issues in consultation generated by the participants at this
meeting confirmed the initial focus of the project - that consultation
was useful but not being done well as not much was known about it. Same
examples of participants comments were:

consultation is used too much just to gather information
the public service culture "knowledge is power" is an
impediment to consultation
we need consultation between levels of government - a whole of
government approach (pub.rec., June 1991).

In terms of the process, feedback indicated that participants learned a
great deal from one another, but there is no evidence to suggest that
there was increased relationship'building as a result. However, overall
results for this cycle were much more positive.
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ACT
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5.5.3 Action research cycle number three Involving other
stakeholders

In the small group follow-up meetings of the previous cycle,
participants suggested several next steps. These included also
consulting with the non-government sector in refining the draft
Protocol, developing parameters for the Protocol, and developing a
mechanism for co-ordinating consultation inter-departmentally. The
number of actions in this cycle increased accordingly.

To date we had met almost exclusively with the government sector.
However, feedback indicated that the community Should have a say in how
they should be consulted and should have been involved from the outset.
Our snowball approach with its avoidance of limitations had in fact
accidentally limited the involvement of some participants!

This problem also applied to the projects parameters. In our efforts to
avoid placing Iimitations on the project, we had left definitions and
parameters alone. This had the effect of creating confusion about the
aims and direction of the project. Consequently, our actions in this
cycle (five months after we began!) were concentrated on the involvement
of other s t akeho l der s (conJnuni tv and community consul t ant s ) , and on the
drafting of project parameters, and on refining the draft Protocol. ~e
attempted to carry out these actions collaboratively with our current
participants, with mixed results as I will shortly explain.

\Jorking with a group of publ ic servants and conmun ity representatives,
we advertised for expressions of interest in participation by community
groups, and developed a mailing list of conmun i ty groups as a vehicle
for their involvement in the project. At the same time, we began to
develop a list of ccmnuni tv consultants to invite. \Je also distributed a
I ist of draft project parameters for comnerrt and amendment (see Figure 7
for action research cycle Number Three).

PLAN
us in9 sugges t ions ga i ned f r-om

participants in previous cycle regnrding
"next steps" in the projcct

REFLECT
individuals nnd
researchers
reflects on
process and
content

OBSERVE
researcher observed

process and interviewed
participants.

Figure 7: ACt ion resear-ch eve Io 3:
Other Stakcholdcrs

Involving
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As J remarked earlier, results were mixed. One conmm iry participant
said:

I'm happy to listen· I haven't been to a meeting like
this with government before (diary Bk1:123, June 1991).

~hile another commented:
•••the process should have involved the community
earlier ••. it is not really a partnership .•• at this
stage the cOO'IIJJnityis being asked to cooment on things
rather than participate in their dcvet opncnt (diary
Bk2:69, June 1991).

Our reflections regarding the parameters are also interesting. During
the project, we learned again an important point we would have said we
already knew about consultation - that it should have a clear definition
of goals, expectations and desired outcomes. And yet, in our efforts to
avoid constraining the project, Tim and I deliberately set out without
them!
Also interesting is the lack of comment we received from participants on
the draft objectives that we developed at their request. I have several
theories about the response rate but no real answers. Perhaps we had
developed enough trust in our relationships by then for people to allow
us to proceed regardless of written objectives. Perhaps we had somehow
already developed a common yet unspoken understanding about our
objectives? Or maybe our written objectives were quite acceptable.
Finally, perhaps by this stage, our participants were feel ing "consulted
to death" and couldn't be bothered replying. As I did not query the low
response rate on the draft parameters at the time, I can only suggest
that the answer is probably a combination of all of the above.
In recent reflection on these events, it was suggested to me by a member
of my action learning group that in continuing on in the absence of
feedback I was not really closing the feedback loop in the action
research cycles. This is an excellent point, and one which I think is
true.

Questions asked in the course of refining the draft protocol revealed
that participants thought the content:

too sociological for Heads of departments
too long, too academic - not operational (diary Bk2:39, July
1991).

My reflections on the findings of this cycle are that, shortly after we
began our snowball process, we could have developed a comprehensive, yet
draft, Iist of stakeholders and parameters. This is as close as I can
come to a solution for providing structure without constraining the
input, and may have created a more practice-oriented Protocol earlier.
Further, with the increase in activities Tim and I realized we were not
going to have the Protocol finished by the due date. This real izat ion
changed our perspective on the process. Instead of focussing on the
Protocol as the product or outcome of the project, we began to see the
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process for working on
the P rotoco I became
trust-building between
project had changed.

the Protocol as the longer-lasting outcome. Thus
more of a vehicle for relationship- and

the people of the 3 sectors. The nature of the

5_5_4 Action research cycle nLJllber four The "when to consult"
meeting

Consistent with the findings of the previous cycle, this final cycle
concentrated on involving the consultant and community sectors and
continuing relationship building. Conscious also that the project was
drawing near the end, we were anxious to produce some tangible outcome
of the project and to summatively evaluate the project.
Consequently our actions produced a second "draft" Protocol which, based
on feedback in the previous cycle, was reformatted into a more practical
"why, when, how and who to consul t" style.
Feedback on the "next steps" questionnaire which was sent out after the
networking lunch in Cycle Two had suggested that we set up a
consul tation resource centre. This centre would help publ ic servants
learn ebout consultation from journal articles and case studies supplied
by project participants. So in this cycle, the centre, which would be
housed in the Social Policy Unit, was to be created out of the journal
articles we had read and any case studies supplied so far by
participants.
Finally, as we believed consultation to be a two-way process of
communication, we ensured in this cycle that all pnrticipants received
an "Information Update".
Fourthly, we held a "when to consult" meeting with members of the three
groups of stakeholders but concentrated on the involvement for the first
time of cOflID"Jnity groups and consul tants. It seemed to us that these
groups would have valuable input as to the most appropriate reasons for
consultation to occur.
Our final action of Cycle Four, our collaborative su~native evaluation,
turned out to be my final actions in the project. Collaboration in the
design of the evaluation, and in the evaluation itself was achieved by
distributing Cl draft survey form for amendment, and then answered by the
participants. I will comment on our collaborative findings of the
project in the final Chapter (see Figure 8 for the actions in Cycle
Feur ) ,
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Figure 8: Action research cycle 4: The "when to
consult" meeting.

Findings in Cycle 4
By this stage of the project, our mailing list had grown to 100.
At the time I left the project in September, only a small percentage had
commented on our second draft Protocol and on our evaluation survey.
Observations on our Protocol included:

a good compromise between brevity and detail (pub.rec.folder,
July 1991)
a beginners guide to consultation, but not useful for those in
it and having trouble (diary Bk2:184, July 1991)
way too weighty and laden with conceptual jargon
(pub.rec.folder, July 1991)
a passive dccumenr , didn't generate enthusiasm or pick up on
the potential of consultation (diary Bk2:182) •

My reflections on these findings were that it would be extremely
difficult, given the part·time nature of the project and the lack of
resources, to create a document on consul tat ion which satisfied
everyone.
Being the first major event for conmunity sector participation, our
"when to consult" meeting was held in a community building with the
publ ic record folder containing the history of the project, open for
inspection.

Due to pressures of time as we were drawing near the end of my
involvement, we had not asked the community sector to help organize this
meeting. Once again this created difficulties as expectations were not
shared beforehand. IIhile r im and I had thought wc would all be learning
from one another as pr-ev ious ly , several new participants apparently
expected that they would be taught consultation. However, another
participant remarked: "it was good to hear people from goverrmcnt
grappling with the some issues". (pub.rec.folder)
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Once again face-to-face lneetings where relationship-building could occur
helped develop greater understanding of peoples motives.
However, , rea li~ed that I had been unconsc ious ly oper at ins wi th the
assumption that the community groups would know whnt we had been doing
in the project. However, they did not share our unwritten understandings
and once again we found ourselves with differing expectations e.g.
wanting to be taught consultation. We had forgotten the les~on WC had
learned in Cycle One.
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CHAPTER SIX - EVALUATION AND REFLECTIONS
6_'_ Introduction
In the previous chapter ( described in some detail the ec t rvr t i es in our
project, how they were designed and the resut tant feedback , J also
included my progressive reflections. I hope thnt 1 have been able to
show the degree of coll;)boration, and the effect of each cycles'
findings on the next.

Now I want to turn to the stsnnat ivc cvc t uat ion (see Appendix 2). Through
the evaluation, I wa~ keen to discover whether participants' experiences
in the project had added to their model of their world and how they
themselves would have conducted the project in the light of those
learnings.

It seems to me that people t cnrn in a variety of ways. They can learn
vicariously, such as by reading this case study or our Protocol. Another
way is to octuat t y experience it. \.le offered both these paths in this
project, and I hoped that each would inform the other. But 1 was
par t Icul arl y interested in par t ic ipant s ' lenrning from their own
experience of being consulted in this project. I include myself here as
well_

Kolb et 01 (1979) cn l I s this type of learning "experiential learning"
(see Figure 9).

Testing
implications
of concepts in
new si tuat ions

concr-ete experienceC) Observations
and

rei lec t ions

Formulntion of ilbstrilct
concepts and generalizations

Figure 9: Kolb's Expcrienti<ll Le<lrning Model

(Source: Kolb, (1979»

Had peopl e who wrote comucnt s about consul ta t i on in the Protocol,
followed their own words? I don't believe so. I have already given
examples of how I did not act congruently.

Other participants also displayed a simi lar t ack of congruency. For
instance, re l at ionsh ip-bu i l d inq had, during the ear l y part of the
project, been seen as impor t ant by pnr t ic ipant s , But when we asked them
in the cvat uat ion whilt the outcomes of the project were for them,
relatiom;hip-building wns usua l Ly missing from their responses. They
focused ins t cad on the Protocol dOCUlIICntas the outcome.

Asked whether the outcomes toed t ed the seven months it took to develop
the Protocol, the consensus appenred to be thnt the second draft of the
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Protocol was not much better than what could have been achieved by an
"armchair analysis" by Tim and I in two weeks.

However, this realization prompted some participants to reflect that
perhaps there were other outcomes after all.

One pleased participant said:

Everyone's talking about consultation now (the
project) also helped develop enduring relationships
between departments, and between govermlCf'lt and the
comrunity. It created a precedence of conrrunity
involvement in pol icy development. (diary 8k2:19174,
Sept 1991).

Some participants perceived, however, that if the concrete outcomes were
all that were measured in a cost·benefit analysis, then consultation
would not continue to be funded. They concluded that the other less
tangible benefits mentioned above should be made explicit at the outset,
when submitting for funding for consultation.

Looking back now, I realize we had actually come a long way. The first
draft Protocol had set the scene for conmen understanding. In it, Tim
and J had communicated our values and something of our intentions. The
draft document had in fact become our draft pnrnmctcr-s wi thout our
realizing it.

Along the way to the second draft, we had all ilOproved our knowledge of
consultation to the point where participants were abt e to refine their
needs of the document. Hopefully, the process will continue in that Wily.

6.2. OUr outcomes
There are several agreed outcomes of the project. There is a final
Consul tation Protocol Document (the second draft of which appears in
Appendix 3) which susmar izes most of our learnings about consultation
and whicn was shared with over 100 people in key positions in
Oueensland. There is also no•.• a Consultation Resource Centre in the
Social Policy Unit of the Office of Cabinet which I hope continues to b~
maintained and accessible to anyone interested in furthering their
knowledge. These are the concrete and inmedi at e benefits.

The intangible, and perhaps more long·term benefits, include an
extensive network of relationships. These now exist not only between all
state government departments in aueensland, but between theln and some of
their major stakeholders· the key cOl/w/lunity groups and a :iITl,.11 bilnd of
consultants genuinely interested in con~ultation.

\le also raised consultation as an agenda item for discussion in the
general pub! ic service. Through the project people were able to learn
from one another and through their experiences.

Finally, and I think the most valuable achievement, we real ized that if
democrati.c 'particip~tion is. to continue in any form, those delegated to
make dec is ions on Its fundIng need to be made aware of its benefits
tangible and intangible, both short· and long· term. '
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6.3. What I learned about consultation
I learned that consultation even with the best of
difficult. I learned about the importance of knowing your
being honest about it.

intentions is
own agenda and

I have also real ized through my experiences in this project that, in
fact, I could be honest about my agenda without constraining others. One
way would have been a draft process developed at the outset, including
objectives and parameters, which I was genuinely willing to discuss and
alter. In that way we all would have been much clearer about the motives
of the consultants, the direction the project might take and the
possible outcomes, tangible and intangible.
I still believe that the advantages of stakeholder involvement outweigh
the disadvantages. However my experiences in this project have shown me
that involving stakeholders in decision·making helps educate both
stakeholder und decision·maker (not just the stakeholder in (d) of
Advantages of Stakeholder Involvement in Chapter 2). And my experience
since this project has led me to want to modify (t) in the Advantages
list. Stakeholder involvement is a good way of making decisions in a
fast changing world - but the process itself is slow. Is this what we
want or need?
Using the criteria outlined in Chapters Two and Three as benchmarks, 1
bel ieve that our consul tation process WilS matched to the needs of the
participants and it did crcate greater trust between consult·er and
consult·ee. It did lead to more informed decision-making, and more
honest, open and humane government processes. It did improve
cO!1"llY.Jnication,but instend of educnting the ccmnuni tv alone, I bel ieve
the governnumt and comnuni ty sector atike were educated as to the
issues.
On the down side, Tim and I did suffer information overload from time to
time and yes, we were concerned about the representativeness of
participants. This continues to be an ar-ea of major concern in my
consul tations.
6.4_ What I learned about action research and what would do

differently next time
I learned from this project that if you wont personal and professional
security in research, do not choose action research as your methodology.
It has no set path. And as a methodology, it challenges you to examine
your motives if you are genuinely interested in collaboration. For
instance, I had dreamed of empowering others through consultation and
collaborative action research. However, I. had omit t ed to ask people
whether empowerment was what they wnnted. I thought that, through an
adequate consultation Protocol, participants hoped to achieve more power
for stakeholders generally, but they weren't asking for it themselves.
Maybe the self~reflections I conducted throughout the project have
helped me develop instead.
A Reviewer of this paper found the issue of action research as a
challenge to professional security very interesting:
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Isn't this model called action research challenging the
very notion that research is an eminently secure
scientific pursuit based on absolute rules for
repeatable results regardless of broadar environmental
considerations? (Reviewer 1993).

I agree. I unconsciously relied on my status as an academic to give me
securi ty. However, in a more coli aborat i ve envi ronment where
power-sharin9 occurs, your personal and professional security needs to
be based more on your belief in yourself as a person, and your continual
reflection on and improvement of, your practice as a professional.

I applied action research in the way of a novice and an idealistic one
at that! I informed participants of the tenets of action research and
expected them to follow it - a sort of training role on which we had no
agreement _ In th i sway, I l earned more about Ii v i ng my mode L of the
world, rather than simply talking about it, as a way of real change.
This was not action research according to the essential char~cteristics
I laid out in Chapter 4. ~or instance. apart from Cycle One, ! did not
openly share my model of working and therefore reaL coLlaboration was
not achievable, the iterative action cycles were mine aLone, and the
importance of reflection throughout the process was lost. However,
within our group of participants decision-making power was shared and J
believe that in this way the project did achieve real change in sociaL
justice in Oueensland.

So, as a process J found action research too threatening at the t ime , J
do not, however, di sagree wi th its fundarnent a t premi ses of r-esear-ch for
real change, of collaboration, and of learning by doing. I continue to
believe that it is the best methodology for me personally, and for times
of rapid change such as we are experiencing, and I continue to use it.

6.5_ Whot I learned about myself
Back in Chapter One I outL ined my reasons for becoming involved in this
project:

It was my vision of invoLvement as being empowering for the
conmun ity.
J fully supported the notion of par t Ic ipnt ive democracy. I
believed in the advant aqes of consultation and believed that
the disadvantages, if indeed they wert' a probl em, could be
overcome.
I aLso stron9ly beL ieved in the importance of congruency i.e
the match between what you say you bel ieve in (your espoused
values) and what you actually do (your values in action>. See
Argyris and schcn (1978> for more about congruency. In this
case, it was important to me that not onLy my personal
behaviour be as internal Ly congruent as possible, but that
there would also be a reasonabLe degree of mlltc.hing between the
theory and practice of stakehoLder invoLvement.

~hile my views on the latter two have not changed my V1Sl0n of
participation as being empowering for cornuun i t j es has ch~nged. I learned
two things about myself. J Learned that to have this belief J must have
been beL ieving that they, "the coumun ity", somehow had Less to offer
than we the consult-ees and that the f or-mer would benefit from the
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consultation where we did not need to.
In my experience, consultation is under-resourced. Any funding which is
available is usually used to pay for the involvement of the consult-ers.
Very rarely are consul t+ees paid for their time, the notion being I
guess, that they will benefit from the outcomes of the project.
However, outcomes are not always forthcoming. Resourcing participants
at least in the form of information, and assistance in communication and
meeting places within their community seems only fair.
I also learned that in having this belief I was separating myself from
others (the community) and giving myself power to make decisions about
"thei r" need for empowerment. It was an arrogance.
I also learned that however idealist I am in my desire for real social
change and in my work with people, I keep on reflecting and trying new
ways of achieving my vision.
A Reviewer of this paper comnented that they found the ending sad:

I felt as if you were burnt by the journey in some way.
were glad to be finished with it and could see little
hope for integrating the experience other than on a
personal level (Reviewer, 1993).

Yes, the Reviewer is right in some respects! At the time I did not enjoy
the project, although I did enjoy meeting and working with other
participants, and the content of the project was most interesting.
However, my role was never clearly defined, in addition the lack of
interest in my research methodology caused me, at times, a great deal of
pain. The reviewer's question has caused me to realiZe that I need to be
more careful about defining Inyposition and contribution in future.
6.6. Where to from here?
Since this project, the challenge for me has been to discover, before I
start a consultation, what it is that I am really trying to achieve, and
not just my espoused theories.
More specifically, how will I view those I will be working with? Yill I
fall into the trap of giving myself a teaching role again, without
ask ing permi ss ion? Yhat wi II I have to offer others in the group? \-lilt
we make specific contracts?
There is also the challenge for anyone trying to achieve real social
change through some kind of measured process. It seems to me that the
values underlying your chosen methodology need to be sufficientlY
congruent with your own so that there need not be slavish adherence to
the superficial hardware of the methodology. The search for congruence
between your words and your actions seems to me to be the primary guide,
regardless of your world view or your methodology.
So the final challenge for me is to see myself working alongside others
perhaps for our IILItualCITpOWennent!
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POSTSCRIPT !!!

The final Consultation Protocol document was released in January 1994
and can be obtained from:

The Social Policy Unit
Office of Cabinet
PO Box 390
BRISBANE QLD 4002
Phone: (07) 224 4665
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APPENDIX

LIST OF ACTIONS IN THE CONSULTATION Protocol PROJECT

Sensing in and with public servnnts. Forward Plan.

Meeting w1th Director, Social Policy Unit (Jnckie
Byrne) and co-worker, Tim Reddel.

Gathering and sumnar is inq some of the t i t cr a ture on
consultation and participation generally.

Beginnings of individual meetings with departmental
participants to discuss the start of consultation in
the individual departments and to inv it e the ir
par-ti cipation in the project.

Researcher's reflections on her role am 1 a
consul t ant, a student or a eo-worker in the project.
Remuneration is an issue.

Memo outlining project to Oir(>ctor-'Genefal (Pub. fee.
folder) .

Meeting wi'th Denni s 140gl1n (District Engineer, Metro
South, Transport Department (Dinry 1:9).

Meeting with rim Gleeson (Pot icy and Grnnts
Co-ordination, fami ly Services) (Diill'y 1:23).

Meetif"\g with Di Guthrie and Stew<irt Nicol (Principal
Manager, Roads Pol icy Unit) (0 i ary 1 :'37).

Meeting with Trcvor- Carl yon (Assi~tfl'nt o ir cc tor,
Conmuni ty ecrr-ecr ions) (0 iary 1: 33).

t~ee;tin9 with Ian Pullar (t41ln<lgef', Invcst iqa t ions and
Development Oiv,ision, \.later ResCurc(>s).

Continuing to rend on cansultation and participation.

Planning for Bribie:
Draft proqr am
Workshap object i ves
Par-t ic icent s supplying case s r ud ics ,

The Bribie Workshop. Srnal I iri-hous o meeting t o dcvot op
the bnsis of an undcrstilnding .of consultntion:

,;u(lJl1ilry of findings
some indi viduill.graup and set f - cva l ua t ions of
process (Di.nry 1:158).
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March 27

April 1991

Apri I 2

April 16

April 18

Apr it 22 s 30.

April 30

May 1991

May

May 14

May 14
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Eve l uat ion seminar Di Gibson, Di Berryman (Mgr
Evaluntion ot Cornnun i t y Services, Victoria), At ane
McLe~n (Trcasury) (Diary 1:60).

Resenrchers reflect ions on I<orkshop (Oiary 1:62) and
April 3 <Diary 1:77).

Interview with par t i c t pant , Bob Reilly to evaluate
Bribie (Diary 1:69).

\Jrite up of findings from the workshop into the first
draft. Discussion Paper on Consultation Protocol
(Dinry 1:71).

\Jrite up of case studies presented at Brib.ie for
distribution ir. Sumuary package to porticipnnts.

Supervision session (Diary 1:1(0).

Development of Bribie evaluation .ques t ions and next
steps for discussion follow-up meetings (along with
suninary package) (Diary 1:101-1(3).

Mectings with participants from the above workshop to
evaluate workshop and dcvelop next steps (Oi'ary
1:104-106,116-118,120,139). Sunvnary of eval uat ion and
di aqr am of next steps (Diary 1 :11'1,131 and pub. rec .
foldcr).

ResenrchCI's ret l ect ions on overall process (0 i ary
1 :145).

Further meetings wi th individual departmental
representatives to discuss the state of consultation in
the individual departments and to invite their
participation in the project.

Distribute Draft Distus~;jon Paper fOI' conment .

Progress Report to Director, Social Policy
(out! incs objectives for Networking Lunch) (pub.
folder),

Unit
rec.

Project evnluation/revie~ with
1:150,152),

co-worker (Diary

Planning for inter-departmental meeting (Networking
Lunch) to give par t i c t pant s more information about the
project, and to draw out the issues currently important
in consul t at ion , Registration Sheet. Key issues.
(Oinry 1~15S-58, 1991).



May 17

May 22

May 24

Late May

Jl.f1e 1991

June

June 5

June 11

June 11

June 11

June 11

June 24
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Development of contact list of participants.

Network ing lunch (execut i ve Bui ldi ng)
representative of every department
Government and some peak comnun i ty
1; 159·163 and pub. rec. folder).

attended by a
plus Local

bodies (Diary

Thesis supervision (Diary 1:166).

Follow-up package to Network ing Lunch cont ai ning
networking list of those who attended, sUlllnaty of key
issues from lunch- time meet ing and l·ist of opt ions for
next steps distributed for comnenr (pub. r ec , folder).

Action research cycles representing project (Diary
1: 166-169).

Follow-up meetings in sma l I groups of related
departments with participants from the Netwol-king Lunch
to discuss the issues outlined in the follow-up
paCkage. Use of Next Steps sheet.

Correct.ive serv ices, Justice, Pol ice (Seb ca iss t ina
gave us Conmuni ty Support Gr'oup, Pol ice Dcpar tmcrrt -
Aims and Object ives) (0 iary 1:173·174)_

Fel ici ty Young (Health). Dav'i d Scott (Educat ion) ,
Learne (Family Services), Peter Mnckny (Corrective
Services), Paul i ne Peel (HOUS i nghnd t ocnt Government)
and Anna Herriot (Local Government Assoc iot ion) .
Discussed invot v inq the coi,vnunity . f ormcd focus group
to discuss "'waysof involving the cO"'lIunity" in this,
project.

Interview with Bill \Jal~er to ovn t uat e process of Mny
17 (Diary 1:111).

John KlclIllI (DPI), Bi It \.Iillker (DBIRD), Ross Raymond
(~esource Industries) and Jnn Biwrose (Econ. and Trnde
Development),Robyn·Hesse (DES. H) (Diary 1: 112).

Beginning to involv.e third and f inal sector of
s t akeho lders - convllunity consut rnnr s , Nev and John w.
(Oi,nry 1: 111).

Feedbilck s car t i ng to come ,in on lunch' time rncc t i ng and
DraftPnper.

f~eeting of focus group "Involving the Coumcn i t y' (Diary
1:125, 128). Doug rui t re CWilderne$s Soc.) (123 blue),
EVil Dre\ol (OCOS5), Fel ic irv Young (Henl th) , All ison
Hat l ahan (Filmi ly Services), Bi 11 iJnlker (DBIRD) and
xar cn Robi nson (H S. lG)' Sec 2 documcnt s . Tim and I
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July 10

July 12
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July 12

July 12

July 15

July 15

Jul y 17

July 17
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to put together some ideas for them to critique. See
also conmcnt s from Bob AI fred ,(QCCSS) (Diary 1:124.),

Project update and review (Diary 1:126).

Contacting comnon it y consultants (Diary 1:127).

Small group meeting - Stewart Nieol (Transport), Robyn
IJilson (SEPTS), Graeme Mastermnn (Lands) and Glen
Rhodes (DEVEIIR) (Diary 1:123,129·131).

Plnnning for' meeting to inform comnun i t y consultants
about the project and to inv i t e them to part icipate -
focussing.

Planning Meeting .with c.o·worker (Diary 2:19,23).

Development of
parameters.
pro j cc t/ focuss ing.

the draft
Drui,ling

Project
li nes

Object ives
around

and
the

Progress report to Director, Social Pal icy Unit (pub.
rec. folder).

Final smat l group follow-up moe t inq with Mike Sarquis
(Treasury), fred Ouine (Admin. serv ices ) , Ian Lawson
(tourism, Sport and Rncing). "Agenda; pub. ree. folder
and Diury 2:25,28).

Mee.t i ng wi th conmun i rv consul t ant s , Out of th is came
the idea of holding .a meeting focuss ing on When to
Consul t. (Agenda and feedback: pub. rec. folder
and:Diary 2:29,31)..

Co-wor'kers' reflection 011 consultation (Diary 2:31).

Planning meeting with Tim re comuun ity involvement
(Diary 2:32,34'35).

Co-wor kors ' reflection on pl.unning and ch.ange (Diary
2:32) .

Meeting with group focussing on ways of involving the
conrnunity. Project st a f f suppl ied ideas on "ways of
involving the comnun i tv" for critique, Discussed "When
to Consul t " meet ing (0 i ary 2:35,37). Contacted Bi l I
IJalker re feedback on meeting process (Diary 2:40).

Researchers' reflection 011 role (Diary 2:38,39).

Phone cont ac t s to obtain f cedback from small-group
meet i ngs and other wri t ten conmcnt s regardi ng the
Discussion Pilper on Consultation Protocol issued in May
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(Diary 2:39).

Deve Iopment of i I i er for di s t r ibut ion through QCOSS
newsletter to peak$ocinl service bodies in Queensland.

Information Update (including objectives and
parameters, latest draft of paper etc.) distributed to
around 70 participants (all three groups of
s t akehot der s) for feedback (pub. rec. folder).

Flier advertising Consultation Protocol Project sent to
QCOSS for inclusion in quarterly newsletter (Diary
2·:41) .

Karen Chapman (Justice) suggests involving Treasury in
costing consultation (Diary 2:41).

Meeting with David Scot t regarding Mnnagementahd
Consultation in the Education Department (Diary 2:45).

Continuing to sunmarise feedback coming in on fi r st
draft Discussion ?()per (DiilfY 2:26,,48,44,47,67)
Planning for ruce t inq "When to Consul t" (Dinry 2:.55,65).

Researchers' reflection (Diary 2:66).

Progre$s Report to Director, sociat Pol icy uoi t (pub,
rec . folder).

Progl"eS$ Report to Deputy Dj.r cc t or+Gencral , Office of
Cab inet (pub. tee. folder),

Comnents about project f r om unknown sources in
comnuni tv scc t cr (Diary 2:6~).

Meeting held with comuun i ty , dcprwtlllcntand consultant
representatives to d iscuss "l-Ihen to Consult" . shilring
perspectives in more depth.

Continuing to pult together fecdbnck received,
including the findings from the above meeting.

Usi n9 all conment s r cce ivcd to datc, putt ingtogether
the Second Dr-aft Paper on Consul tilt ion Protoco\.

Progress Report to Deputy Director'Genernl, Office of
Cabinet (pub. rec . folder).

Draf r ing fin Update for par t ic iPMlt,;.

Drawing up the Projen Evaluation question;;.
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September 26
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Near Future
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Distribution of the Draft Paper, the Update and the
Eva l ua t ion to pnr t ic ipant s for their- information and
conmcnr (pub. rec. folder).

Finillisiltion of ConsuLtntion Re~ource Centre.

Several meetings \lith small groups of par t ic ipanr s for
updating and project evaluation

Graham Mns.terman (Lanos) , tenrne (Fnmily Services) and
Eva Cox (OC055).

Ion PlowllIan, Robyn \.Iilson and Robyn Hesse (OE & H).

Paul ine Peel (H S. LG), Dovid Scott (Educat ion) , Ros
Ison (Justice) and Stewnrt Nicol (Transport).

Rc"gr'ouping of government sector for Protocol and
Project Review (Di~ry 2:111).
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APPENDIX 2

EVALUATIONOF T~E CONSULTATIONProtocol PROJECT

t , At what point did you become involved in the project and in
what capac i ty?

2. What do you think ar e the outcomes of the project, and how
useful are they?

3. Has your understanding 0.1 consul tat ion and how it shoul d roecur
changed as a resul t of your i.nvol vement in this project?

4. Did you think we listened to QUI' own advice about consut t ar ion
in deve lop inq the draft Protocol? For instance:

are you et oar about what we were trying to ach icvc with
the project?

who do you believe sor the "agend;," r .o , defined the
terms of reference etc?

have the key people been involved?
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have the subs t ant ia l issues in consultation been
addrcs.scd?

to what extent have you been able to achieve real
involvement in the project? What ar e the factors that
have helped or hindered?

do you bel ieve the needs of par t ic ipant s have been
catered for? For exampl e , were you given honesty,
shown respect, did you feel you were listened to, were
you asked about how you wanted to be consul t ed, were
you sufficiently resourced, were you given suf f ici enr
t ime to respond and sufficient access to the
consul HIt ion?

5. \.lilt t h is project, in youI' op.in ion, have any on-going effect?

6. Attached is an outline of the act iv i.t ics we have carried out so
/ far in the project. How do you think wc could have improved

the process?

7_ Given that this project is an attempt to model a consultative
process, what impl icat ions do your COIIIllC'nts have for the
effectiveness of the second droft Protocol document?
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8. 00 you think that the Second Draft of the Protocol is better
for having been developed through a consultative process rather
than not?

Please return to: rim Rcddel, Social policy Unit, PO BOil 390,
North Quay, Old, 4002 by friday, October 4th,
1991



---- -------------
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APPENDIX 3

SECOND DRAFT OF THE CONSULTATIONProtocol

20 September, 1991

OFFICE OF THE CABINET - SOCIAL POLICY UNl.T - QUEENSLAND

CONSULTATIONProtocol PROJECT

THE SECOND DRAfT OF THE CONSULTATIONProtocol

The Aims of the Consul t ati on Protocol;

The second draft of the Consultation Protocol is presently being
developed. The first stage of this process has been to pull together
the rf eedback to dat e on the first Paper. This second paper attempts to
put the feedback into a framework which could form the basis of a
Consul tat i on Prot.oco l •

The intention of this protocol is to outl ine some principles, pal ic ies
and processes for use by State Government Departments when conduct i ng
consul tat ions wi th oth.ergovernl1Jent agencies and wi th comnun i ty groups.
It aims to provide depar tmcnt s with 11 degree of flexibility white
providing some pr ac t icn t Ledv ice in the development, planning and
implementation of consultation processes.

However, the effect i vcness of any consul tat i on Protocol wi LL be
dependent upon an ah i tude or state of mi ndwhich is open to change;
Effective consul ta t ion requires a wi llingness by all participants to
engage in a process which -can pr-oceed in a variety of w<>ys but must,at
a mi n imum, involve two wnycolTlnunicntion.
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THE SECONDDRAFI OF THE CONSULTATIONProtoco!

1. Why Governments Consult?
1.1 The System of Government
1 ..2 Practical Cons idcr a t ions
1.3 The Objectives of Consul t at ion

2. I4hat is Consul tax ion?
2.1 Can Consul tat i on be Oef ined?

3. tb Consult
A Guide to Deciding When to Consult
When Not to Consult!
If I Decide to Consulr,\.Ihen do I St<lrt?

\.Ihen
3.1
3.2
3.3

4. How
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

to Consult?
Bui lding Relationships
Frameworks and Expec t at ions' in Consul tat ion
Resourcing
Time
Co·ordi na r ion
Evo l uar ion

5. \.Iho to Consul t?
5.1 Identi fyingthe s t akehct dcr-s
5.2 Access to the Consultation Pr'ocos s

6. A Useful Checklist for Effective consut t at ion

7. Case Studies of Consut t at ion

Other I ssues

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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1. UHY GOVERNMENTS CONSULT?
There are 1Il1lny reasons why governments consul t . Howevef', they can be
grouped into two cntegorics:

1. The system of Government, and
2. Prac~ical considerations.

1.1 The System of Governr~nt
Many believe that consultation is necessary because people have a right
to control over their lives, and a right to participate in decisions
whkh affect them. People's bel ief s about the role of government in a
democratic sys-tem form the structure or framework in which to place
consultation in the possible relntionships between government and
cOllJllUnit Y •

It is important to recognise that consultation process operates within
the uestmtns r er system of Government. The system has a number of
inbuilt system constraints that must be recognised when planning
consultative arr-anqcmcnt s • The system which operates through a strong
executive brunch of government pl aces a great deal of emphasis on the
relevant Department, headed by a Minister who i.s responsible, both
individually and collectively to Parliament.

The ramificntions of this system are an executive br-anch of gClYernment
whi'ch focuses on pol icy processes that are t r ad it ionat Ly geared to the
needs of authorities. The development of consul.r at ive arrangements in
these circumstances requires a r-enssessmcnt Of bur pot iticalculture and
administl'ative prnc t iccs . Consultation in the context of a\.lestminster
system of government requires awill·ingness to share inf crmar ion,
respond promptly to questions and requests f r om participants and a
preparedness to treat other pnr t ici pant s as crcdibt e nc tors .

1.2 Practical Considerations

Effective planning and decision-milking requires par ti c ipat ton by
stakeholders for more directly observnble and prilctical rensons as well.
These include:

(a) GOvernments require a grent deal of inf ormat ion to correctly
identify attitudes/opinions of consumers and interest groups in
order to !IInke effective decisions.

(b) Opportunities to ach ieve Goverruncnt policy objectives and goals
can be described in terms of alternative s't r-atcqies , Useful
information on appr opr iat e and feasible strategies can often be
obtained in a mutually educar ive process from community groups
who will be involved in their iOlplelllentntion,

(c) A knowledge of the direct and indirect benefits and costs of
each strategy arc es scnt ial for effective decision-making.
Consul ration can assist in developing an understanding of these
potential costs nnd benefits.
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(d) Government dec t s ion-mne er s need inf ormat ion tounder,;t,,·nd the
relative worth of any program in comparison with alternative
programs and to retain flexibility in their ab i l itv to respond
to comnuni ty needs.

(e) Consultation with groups affected by the policy or program
allows for any objections to implelllentntioo strategy to be
voiced ear tv enough to al low any neccssarv chanqcs to be made
in order to increase the likelihood th,,! the policy will be
more acceptable and therefore more effective,

(f) Eva t uati on of pol icies , pr oqr ams and serv iccs
consul tationwi th the groups affected in order to
relevant intorinar ion.

requires
generate

1.3 The ObjeCti ves of Consul tat ion

Consul tat ion processes can have a varie t y of objec ti yes dopcndi ng upon
the vatues and needs of those consulting and those being consulted. An
example of some consultation objectives could be:

1. To provide a forum or structure for people to have input into il
decision which will affect their life s i.tuar ion,

2. To gather and. dissonrinat c
assist in the development
program or sorvice .

ro l evant- informn t ion which wi II
ilnd implementation -of <1. pol icy,

3. To develop .useful r,elii·t{onships across gover'nllll·rit. ·l1getKks [!Od
between goverrullQrH and the comuun itv ,

2. WHAT IS CONSU.lTAJlON?

2.1 Can ccnsut tat icn be Defined?

Consultation has been defined in a variety of ways reflecting pi'lrticutarJ
values and experiences. Advisoryconvnittees, consultative COUnCiIS,/
surveys, green papers and d.i'SCU5.SiOn paper s , opinion polls ilnd. pub I ic
meetings are amongst the comnon processes .uscd in the nomc of
consul taboo. The idea thilt governments ought to consul t frequently ilnd/
w.ide~y with in~ividua.IS, 10C. ill consnuni t ies , andint?resr 9ro~p,; has been
conSIdered an Important aspcc t of pll,nnlng and dC'C1Slon-llI(ik,ng w'thln il
democratic sys remo+ Gcwemllicrit.

Consultation is only one form of par t ic ipar i.on by s t akohot dcrs in the
decision-making pr-ocess . In any parti c i.pat ive process, the precise
nature of the different par r ic ipants- roles and responsibilities should
be clearly and publ ic lv stated and understood by all those involved in
the process. t ack of c Lar itv can lead to .unrcnt is t ic expectat ions bY/
part~c!pants. and result in cynicism. Thi:i can dr omati crr! ly affect
partICIpant Involvement and lead to unclear outcome".

Consequently, there is " need to define the respective roles of
Government and the ccnmun i ty in the consul r a r icn pr-ccos-, . l f effect ive
consul tat i on processes are used an ongo i"9 gove/'nlllent· conmun i ty
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relationship c an develop which c an have bcno f it s for al l par t ic ipant s .
If consul t at ion becomes two-wny coumun ic at ion , it can then play a part
in broader problem-solving or conflict-resolution processes.

One definition of consul t a t ion which is frequently r c+cr+ed to is that
which came out of the Inquiry into Processes of Con~ult"tion in Victoria
in 1981, which was prompted by the development of the Residential
Tenancies Bill_ This br-oadened into a document which has provided a
valuable resource of l it cr ntur e , experiences find principles of
consultation;

Consultation can be defined as a process whereby !In
author ity or body invites views, opinion or reect ions
from the conlwnity as iodi v idual s or groups, whi'le
giving no guarOlntces that the views expressed will be
accoemodared , Consultation is one form of par t ic ipat ion
and its effect is through the cxerc ise of influcnce
rather than formal author i ty of power.

(from car lvon Stuar·t "Experience in participation,
conmoni tv action and consul t at ion" in Consultation and
Government, vi c tor i an Counc i I of Soc iat scrv ices , 1981)

Stanbury and fulton in their pilper Consultation and Public Participation
in Government Policy Milking: A Conceptual fralOew.ork, University of
O~ttawa, 1986 def i ne consuttar i on as :

consultation connotes Oln activity by which an
individual, grQup or organisation provides an
opportun,ity for individuals or representatives of
groups to make. an input into the pol icy or-
dec isi on-mak inq process of thcin:itiator.

This definit.ion emphas-i scs the role of the policy 0'- dec ision-maker in
initiating the procos s, Consul t at ion can be both an inv it.at ion by
Government or r esut t f rom the initiation of individuals or groups
outs ide Gove.-n,nent.

Consultation mny be generally defined as any process where individuals
or grQl,lps have an opportunity to influence the outcomes of a pot icy or
decision-mnking proce$".

3_ IlHEN TO CONSULT

Deciding when to consult requires that two important questions are
answered:

1. [s consul tat ion necessary? An understanding of the TIMING and
COMPLEXITY of the dccision-muking process involved in the
par t icular pol icy, proqrmn 0'" service ..-i II be necessary. This
understanding will assist in deciding when and if a
consultative process will add anything to the outcomes. (See
3.1 and 3.2.)

2. .\.Ihere in the decision-making process should we consult? After
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deciding to proceed with consul t ation, cons ide r abl e thouqht.
needs te be directed teward it;; correct timing and placement in
the overall precess (See 3.3),

3.1 A Guidri te Deciding \.Ihen to Censult

1. What are the impl icat ions of the part icular pr opose t ? wi It it
affect the prcsr ams of ether departments (state, inter-state or
cenmonceattbj , and III It it significantly affect the qual i ty of
life of the convnlJnity?

2. Is the pr oposat po li t icatl y or culturally sens i t ive?

3. \Jill the pr-cposnt incur significant public expendi tur o?

4. Is there sufficient time fer the consut tnt ion process?

5. Are sufficient resources ava i lable fer pnr t ic ipant s t o engage
in the censultation precess?

6. \Jilt the consul.tnr ion pr-ocess provide relevant infor mat ion to
dec i.s.ion-maker s ?

3.2 \lhcm Net to Consul t!

When the decis i.Qn has at rehdy been made .

When consutt at.i on might be usco t o avo id milking dcci s ions .

3.3 If I Decide to Consult, When tlo. I Start?

Censul tat ion shcut.d be budqe t ed for a;$ early as pos s ib le in an
erganisatien's over al t .plnnning prcccss . If this occurs , consultative
pr-ocess are more I iK6ly to be pl ermod and to occur at no ;.pprepr iat e
time in the deci s ioo-mak inq and plnnning of the DepitrtUient or ilgency.

To be effective, consultation should be planned fer as soon as an issue
arises. Initially, this mny OC(UI' inf ormal I y through cont ac r with
nerworks and ether j nter es t groups with i!i gevernment and the comnuni ty
sector, If fhisearly pl ann inq fer consut tnt ion does not eccur,then
disagreements might arise from the srokcnotdor s regilrding such basi.c
ques t iens as the defini t i.on of the pr.obt em under focus. Time ilnd
financial reseurceSilre then wasted in hav inq tebi.ck·trilck ever issues,

Consul t.at i.on werks best when it is parr of an en'geing r-c l nt ionsh.ip
between individuals, groups and dcpar rmcnt.s end MC simply n reactive
participation On the part of ind ivi duat s er sroups within the gqverntllont
er cerrrnunity !;ectors,

Just because the consul t er is r ecdv to bqgin, does not 01cnn that the
consul tees are likewise pt-epar-ed , Pret iminilry d is cus s ions loll th a number
of part ic.ipants weuld t her.e fore be use fut to dc t crmi ne their rcadi nos s
to become invol ved in a Consul tot ion pr occss ,

4. HQV TO CONSULT?
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Consultation should be a planned activity. However, no one approach to
consultation is best. Implementation of consultation will vary for each
project and each group of participants. The process of consultation is
as importnnt as the outcome,;.

There are a number of basic cons ider at ions when planning and
il!1l>lementing a consultiltion process:

Building relationships with participants - 4.1

Developing frillneworks and el\.pectations in consultation - 4.2

Resourcing the consultation process - 4.3

Allocating suf f ic ienr time for effective consultation - 4.4

Co-ordinating ocnsut t at ion tprcces ses for effective policy 4.. 5

Evalunting the consultiltion pr'ocess and outcomes - 4_6

4.1 Sui lding Relationships

To enter into consultation is to be open to change, perhaps in not only
the cont-ent of the pot icy but ill so in the rei at i onshi p wi th those
par t ic ipo ti nq in the consultation process. If this is not the intention

.and there b; no serious consui nncnt to address i ng the needs of the
participants, then the consultation pr-ocess 'nay be seen to 'be
manipulative. There is I ittle point in raising expectations of
par t t crpent.s that theyc<1n have rcat influence, if the decision has
already been made.

Effective consut t ar ion requires honesty about why people are being
consul ted, how they will be consul ted vand how much influence they wi 11
have over the decisions made. Buil~ding t rus t with and between
part ic.ipant s r oqu ires plenty of "early time" or warmi ng-up of the
c<irTmunication channels to help break down the bnrriers. At this stage,
it may be important that those initiating the consultation process are
able to produce some initial outcomes or info r rrrntion which illustrates
the potentinl beneHts of the process.

Trained f aci I itaror-s (or depar'tmental staff tr a incd in int er-per-sonal
ski I ls ) lIlay enhance this process . Minimising j arqon and maintaining a
public record of all di scuss i'ons is also useful, as is acceptance of the
healthy scepticism that the publ it br'jngto the consultation process.
Often there are also the entr-enched negative attitudes both of and
towards those in authority. It helps in developing credibility if those
with the power to make the final decisions onrhe issues under focus can
make thernselves readi Iy ava i l abt e for par ti c ipant s ' enquiries (an "open
door" pol icy).

4.2 frameworks and Expectations in Consul tat ion

The following issues should be addressed with the stakeholders as soon
as consutt<1tion conmcnccs :
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Power. l ssucs of power and author i tv need to be nddr cs sed
openly. Participants in consultation frequently have less
access to resources and influence over dcc is i on-mak ing than do
pol icy-makers nnder e therefore not pl ay inq on a "level pl<lying
field". They need to beinfol'1l1ed and re"ourced for lIIe<lningful
participation_

Control. Consultation processes can have an important outcome
in assisting participants to t ake gl-eat.er control of their own
lives. To that end, those in i t iat inq consultation should
ensure tha,i- consul tat ions are conducted around issues over
whi-ch those involved can have some de'gree of control and
author i ty to make doe i s ions.

Rendiness. Ensure people are "re'ildy" to beconsulred_

Competency_ To obtain POSItIve outcomes fr om internctive
consultation (two-way comnun icnt ion) , it is important that
participants (both consulters nod consut tces ) view one another
as competent.

Clear definitions of:

the. "probl'em" under focus,

the go.nls or dosi r ed out comes ot tho consul trrt ion,

the par-nmcrers of the study,

who needs to be consulted,

the roles and expcc.t nr.icns of the rcspcct.i vc par t ros
involved. ~\ost part ic ipnntswi l.l hove <H1 cxpoc t at ion
that they wjll, a t the t cnst , be t ist oncd to. Many
wi II have expec t nti ons thatth<:y, wi II play n role in
deci s ion-mak inq, Plonnen; thcrcf ore need to be et car
about who wi II moke the f ina! dec is.i ons (whcthcrthere
will be any delegation of decision-lI1nkil1g) and ng<1inst
whose criteria or vatues decisions wnl be measur-ed,

how the consultlltfon wilt be cof.lducted,

the cos-t i.ng of the consul tilt ion process

the need to balance the priorities, e.g, how lI1uch time can be
spent on consut.tnt ion compar-ed to the cvcra l I decision-milking
process?

4.3 Resourci ns

Many departments and comnoni t y g'l'oup~ar'e nor current Iy coumi t t cd to or
equipped for ongoing consul t o ti ons . Effective ccmouo icnt i.on costs time
and money and therefore rcqui res suf f j c i cnt rcsourccs for both the

-- -- ---~---
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consulter ilnd the consul tee;;.

Frequent Iv , those being consul ted have far Ies s access to resources
(information, time, personnel, funding) than those InItIating the
consultation, and will require ass isr nnce to participate. Exactly what
is required will depend on such factors as the nature of the topic, the
duration, the geographic lOCution and the directly cOIlJnunicated needs of
those being consulted.

ResourceS required for the comnun i tv IIlny t ake IIlnny f orms . However, the
most cornuon i t curs ar o :

1. r cl evant , acces s ibl e and t imo l y int ormat iorr in the form of
s t at is t ic s , reports, decisions and const nnt f eedback ;

2. as si s t nnce to attend consul tntion events organised (such as
t r nnspor te t ion costs, chi t dc ar'o and refreshments), and

3. possible r e itobur scmorrt for conmuni c ar ion costs incurred by
part i c ipants.

4.4 r ime

Time is another import arrt resource for consul tat ion. TruSt between
consulter and consul tee cannot develop overnight. Meaningful dialogue
requires time fOI· n suf f ic ient r-e l a t Ionsh ip to develop, and for
information to be consnunicarcd , undcr-s tood and evaluated both by the
consulter and the consult.cc . Limiting the cpnsutt at ion to a few weeks
(or months) can cut this impor trmt process shor t, and raise tensi,O,nsin
the comnoni ty, unnoccssnr i Iy.

Within the exigencies of government pct icy/ t eq is l e ti on program,
realisticdendlines should be sor within which consultation is to .occur .

4.5 Co-ordination

Co-ordinntion between depi1rtments is ill1portnnt for two reilSOnS:

1. Minimi sing gi1PS and ovcr t ap in pol i e i cs and scrvi ccs , and

2. Ensuring th<ltcoHlllunlties do not become over·consulted.

Co-ordinntiofl cnn be ass is tcd by using the following methods:

(a) using the ex is t inq structur-es (inter-departmental and advisory
coumi t tees) and other networks of r e l at ionsh ips (both those
between the ;'gcmcy and the comnuni tv, nnd wi,thin the conmuni ty
i t.se l f). and

(b) by ma int a irrinq dcpar tment at registers of consul t at ions and
consul t at ive s t ruc turcs (e.g. advisory conmi tt ees ) and
effective c ont ac t po int s., This register can then be made
avni l abl e to pcoplc involved in other ccnsul r at ions both within
and without the dcparnucnt .
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4.6 Evaluation

Evaluation needs
contributions as
censultation, and
outcomes.

te be carried .out net .only .of the participants'
they arrive, but a l so of the outcomes of the

the pr occs ses and mcchan isms used in ob t a in inq these

Evaluatien .of Cont r ibut ions . Consut t a ti on processes have d i f fci erit
phases, and they need to produce concrete out comcs . An eval uat ion
shout d be made of all coument s and subni ss ions received during the
consultation proces s before any final doc is ion is made regarding the
po l icy er prcsr am, wi th responses regularly being couunmi cat ed back to
those par t ic ipe t inq, To enhance openness and account ab i l i tv , those with
the authority fer the final dcc is ions shoul d make themselves accessible
to the participants.

Outcomes Evaluat ion. As par t of demens t r-at inq account ab i I i rv, outcomes
need to be evaluated ro see whether .the project achi eved its desired
outcomes. In that sense, eval uat ion is qual itnt ivc , Hewever, outcome
evaluat ion atso needs to include efficiency lIiem;ures. Is the outcome
werth the effert put into achieving in

Process Eva.luati.en. Process evnl uat icn <lids in t carninq about the 1II0St
effective way to consult. It he l ps in avoiding repeti ti on of cartier
mis.t akes and in enhanci ng furthcr- consul tat i vo processes. Pnn icipant s
shoul d be asked how it felt to be a pnr t icipanr in the proj ec r .10d what
would have made the process mor-e effective for them.

Evaluation should be a joint effort betwC!!lr1 the consulters and the
coosut tees , This is irrportnnt in not only carrying out a .thorough
evatuat ion, but also in maintaining trust and ownership of the final
outcomes.

5. WHO TO CONSULT

5.1 Identifying the srnkohot dor-s

Censultation is not only meetings with inter-est or lebby g'l'oups. There
is a need to identify the constellation of s t ak chot dcrs in the
dec is ion-makinc process and to check with them ns to whe else needs to
be involved. lt is a l so inipor t ant to ensur-e thilt the pnrt ic ipnnts
mirror, as far as possible, trre delllographics of the comnoni rv being
consut ted and cover the var ious interests involved in IIny pnrt icul ar
issue.

5.2 Access to the Consul tat i on Process

Often it is only those individuals and groups used to par t icip ••ting with
gevernment which gain access to consutt ar ion proco-iscs . Hovevcr, acccs s
should be open to all those int cr cs tcd in part ic ipa t inq in the
consul tat ion process . Techniques n!<lY need to be developed to access a l l
sect.ors.. Invo t v inq t ocat author i t ies , t oc«t cOllvllunity centres, peak
bodi es , local, regienal or state networks is iI useful mothod r o goin
access to a wide variety of s t ekonot ocr-s . \lide and vi)f'ying f-orms of
advertising should alse be considered,
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6. A USEfUL CHECKLIST FOR EFFECTIVE CONSULTATION
The following are the very least that is required for effective
consultation:

Effective consultation occurs EARLY in the decision·making
process.
Effective consultation requires HONESTY about why people are
being consul ted, how they wi 11 be consulted and how lIJJCh

influence they will have over decisions made.
For meaningful participation, those consulted need to be
adequately RESOORCED and cooprehcnsive, balanced and accurate
infonmation provided.
ACCESS should be open to all those interested in participating
in the consultation process.
All participants should be treated with DIGNITY AND RESPECT.

Each consultation needs to be DESIGNED to meet the unique
dcmnnds of the situation.

7. CASE STUDIES OF CONSULTATION PROCESSES
One of the most effective ways to illustrate the processes of
consultation is through the use of case studies and examples. It is our
intention that a section of the Protocol will provide a sumnary of case
studies from Government Agencies.
OTHER ISSUES
Training

This document may become the starting point for training and
information dissemi nat ion regllrding ideas and attitudes about
consultation.

The Consultation Resource Centre
The Office of the Cabinet has conmenced compi Iing a
CONSULTATION RESOURCE CENTRE on the 14th Floor of the Executive
Bui lding. Comprised of journal articles and contributions from
various government departments on consultation (programs and
case studies on consultation), it is available for use by all
government departments and those in the communi tv, Further
mater iat, particularly case studies, would be welcolne.
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ATTACHMENT
REVIEYER'S REPORT

Thank you for submitting your manuscript "CONSULTIIIG ON A CONSULTATION
Protocol . A project where the means were as important as the end", for
publication with ACTION RESEARCH CASE STUDIES.
As a member of the editorial board I have been asked to review this case
study and suggest comments in relation to its publication potential.
I have approached this task as a practitioner rather than as an
academic. I have also attempted to read it from the naive perspective
of someone unfami liar wi th Action Research and any of the Iin90 that
surrounds this model.

My comments address the general criteria of
information, structure and then more
reflections/responses/thoughts on the content.

readability, flow of
specifically my

I found this document friendly and welcoming to read. The personal
appr-cach is attract ive and engenders a Zen sense of vulnerabi lity and
strength. I appreciate the change from scientific papers written in the
third person.
The mixture of past and present tense early in the content felt a little
confusing for me and I had to read the first few pages over again to
grapple with it. Yhen you say that something "was" your vision or
belief at the beginning of this journey my i~nediate response is to ask
you what it is now. Having already killed off your vision/notion/belief
with past tense I was uncertain, as a render, how to travel with you
through the text.

Perhaps this is where an Executive Summary would help and I certainly
did look for it first of all before wading through the whole document.
From the beginning of Chapter 5, I began asking questions and found no
answers in the following text. I fully support your intention to "try
to Iive or model the processes of consul tat ion". Yhen th is powerful
sentence is followed with "however" is this meant to diminish the
earlier statement in any way?
What do you mean by "collective control of the project".
I have some difficulty with your statement about not putting limits on
the process. I feel we all need to be aware of differentiating between
process and the procedures which we may enact to achieve a chosen
outcome.
In differentiating between these terms I would say that a procedure is a
way of movi ns from one poi nt or topic to another. At times th is is
movement from a starting point to a finishing point. Procedures then
are repeatable and symbolically linear. A procedure could be measured
statistically and energetically.
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Process, to me, involves change rather than repetition. It is a
continuity of movement with no particular route or direction and
encompasses growth and decay along the way. It is symbolically formless
and difficult to quantify both statistically and energetically.

We all have habitual procedures for navigating our way through life.
This minimises the energy expenditure for dai ly function. \.Ihen we are
confronted by a new or di Herent situation, or when some of the
environnental information is missing we may chose to draw from our
deeper process to change s~nething (even if it is only one procedure),
continue with habit and then deal with the consequences.

To me th.isisthe difference .between action research anP traditional
scientific research; the latter is about interchangeable procedures
without the ability to respond to new information; the former is about
cnange in response to new information.

And therein pes the challenge in action research - to proect.ivel y
facH itate chanqe which enhances the given situation for all concerned
wi thour super impos i ng our own habi ts/rules/procedures on the unl imited
potential of the situation. .

In order to do this we need to es t abl ish our own criteria for measuring
change ih a given situation for that moment in time. So the questions [

. want to ask in this section are:

hat criteria were used to determine which people you would ask ,
and how ~as this different from what you would usually do?

How many people were asked?

Were they all practitioners, social friends, academics er a
mixture?

How informed were they about the subject before you asked them,
and after thei r i nvol vement wi th your proj ect?

How was this approach congruent wi rh the principles of
effective consul tat ion ment ioned earl ier?

I was surpr ised that yOU set .out on th is journey wi thout a cl ear set of
object ives and it seems that this became a sal ient realisati.on as
mentioned in later pages.

I found the ending sad. It felt as if you were burnt by the journey in
some way, were glad to be finished with it and could see I ittle hope for
integrat ing the exper i enceother than onapersonal level.

In the sect i on "where to from here" you return to the concept of
congruence. It was important .enouqh for you to state it so clearly in
the beginning, during your record and at the end. Why?

I wonder if there isn't something special your insight has to contribute
here as a challenge to the action r-esear-ch model? You seem to begin
expressing this in the first sentence of the last paragraph. \.Ihat is
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the challenge? Is it rCully in the search for congruence, the
integration of how 'we operate and how we think in changing situations or
is it in the measuring of process?

Action research has become something of a "yeah-yeah" club. Mention the
mask, words 'action research' and the general response from upwardly
mobile aspirants of the contemporary "Club lntelligencia" is •.••• yeah
yeah, been there, done it, know all about it. •. " and I wonder i·f this is
really so.

In your earlier Stutement ubout wanting personal and professional
securi ty in research, r wonder if you haven't unknowingly touched on a
very important point? 1sn't th is model called action research
challenging the very notion that research is a eminent l-y secure
scientific pursuit based on absolute rules and procedures for repeatable
results regardless of broader environmental considerations? What do you
think?

IIhat I looked for and didn't find in this document was a referenceo.f
how you sought and/or found support and nur tur ins for your devel·ophlg
ideas during the r-esear-ch journey.

One of the characteristics of this action reseorch model is the sco@.
allowed to deve l op supportive and enapling relationships, p~jr.ticular!Y~
in the r ef t ect ive part of the cvct e , Reflection in the pq~$'ence ·0.f~11.
active I is t ener has often brought f'orw.ard insight~ that I ml1Yha.'!e hOt
considered otherwise. Perhaps it .is more so for you in anet'~~r .l11ode
like the planning or review. It seemed like a missinq inqr ed ient tome,

1 hope these conment s h:avebeen gentle enough to be hel pful and strong
enough to spark your thoughts. In brief I would Ii'ke to see.a.n
executive sunmary, some rearranging of the inserts, some .s t ati s t i.cat
rigor and a I i tt Ie mor-e expansi on in the areas ment i oned.

Clai r'e Holsinger, Bri sbane
9/8/93
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